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ABSTRACT

PERCEPTIONS OF PROJECT REPRESENTATIVES CONCERNING
PROJECT SUCCESS AND PRE-PROJECT PLANNING EFFORT

by

ANIELLO LOUIS TORTORA, MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN, 1993
SUPERVISOR: G. Edward Gibson, Jr.
This thesis is a part of an overall study sponsored by the Construction Industry
Institute to assess the best practices for pre-project planning of industrial construction
projects. Pre-project planning for a capital project can be defined as the process of
developing sufficient strategic information for owners to address risk and decide to
commit resources to maximize the chance for a successful project and develop a
comprehensive framework for executing the project. Pre-project planning begins
when a project concept has been identified during the business planning process and
ends when a decision has been made whether or not to authorize funding for the
execution of the project. This thesis contributes to the overall pre-project planning
study by presenting an analysis of the perceptions of three key types of project
participants in the owner's organization concerning project success and pre-project
planning effort. These perceptions were collected from over 90 project, business, and
operations managers during telephone interviews concerning specific industrial
construction projects. The critical factors concerning project success and pre-project
planning effort and the patterns and relationships that exist are identified using
qualitative analysis methods. Conclusions and recommendations are presented based
on the results of the analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In fulfillment of its on going research mission, the Construction Industry Institute
(CII) has studied life cycle project costs versus the ability of project participants to
influence these costs during the same time period. The current working hypothesis of
the CII is that while project costs continue to accrie at an increasing rate during the
life cycle of the project, the ability of the participants to influence these costs quickly
diminishes as the project moves from conceptual activities towards the actual
execution of the project. This hypothesis is illustrated graphically in Figure 1 by a
series of two curves: one curve describes project expenditures, and the other
describes the ability to influence expenditures over the various phases of the project
life cycle.
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As shown in Figure 1, the project life cycle is broken into four distinct phases:
business planning, pre-project planning, project execution, and facility operation. As
can be seen by the diagram, it is much easier and les.. costly to influence a project's
outcome during the planning phases than it is to effect the outcome during project
execution or operate facility phases. Experienced personnel within the construction
industry believe that planning efforts conducted during. the early stages of a project
have significantly more effect on the success of the project than efforts that are
undertaken after the project is well underway. It is for this reason that the CII has
identified pre-project planning as an important area of research for the construction
industry.

1.1. Scope of the CII Pre-Project Planning Study
In order to investigate the potential for increased project success through

improved pre-project planning, the CII commissioned Task Force 39. This task force
is dedicated to studying pre-project planning and is comprised of representatives from
owner, contractor, and academic organizations. The pre-project planning task force
was given the following charter by CH:
To find the most effective methods ofproject definition and cost estimating
for appropriationapproval
The specific objectives developed by the task force are:

1. Prove the need for, and the value of; pre-project planning;
2. Describe the process or methodology for pre-project planning;
3. Identify the players, roles, and responsibilities for pre-project planning; and
4. Identify the resources required for pre-project planning.
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To achieve the above objectives, an extensive research process was undertaken by
the task force. By employing their experience and the use of a process mapping
techniique, the task force developed and validated a generic model of me pre-project
planning process that applies equally to different project types and companies. The
model describes the information flow between the various planning functions as well as
the major players and controls for each process identified (Gibson et. al 1993).
In addition, the objectives were accomplished by studying 60 multi-million dollar
capital facility construction projects submitted by CII owner-members. Data were
collected by means of a project questionnaire and telephone interviews. The project
questionnaire provided a means of obtaining historical data on project success and preproject planning effort. Sulsequent to receiving the project questionnaire, telephone
interviews for each project were conducted. The telephone interviews were des.gned
to obtain the subjective opinions on the levei of project success and pre-project
planning effort from three perspectives: business manager, project manager, and
operations manager. The research methodology is discussed in more detail in Chapter
3.
The objectives of the pre-project planning research project are to produce:
1. A validated model of the pre-project planning process for capital facility
construction projects.
2. Pre-project planning data analysis which will present relationships between
pre-project planning and project success, and the perceptions of three groups of
key project participants concerning project success and pre-project planning
effort.
A secondary objective that later became important to the task force was to develop a
pre-project planning handbook which will present a methodology for conducting preproject planning.
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The pre-project planning study can be broken into three parts: devri;pment of a
conceptual model of the pre-project planning process; quantitative analysis of project
success and pre-project planning effort; and qualitative analysis of industry experts'
opinions concerning project success and pre-project planning effort. The focus of this
thesis is on the qualitative analysis of the industry experts' opinions that were collected
during telephone interviews.

1.2. Purpose
This is an exploratory research study since there has been no in-depth analysis to
date of the opinions of industry experts regarding the topics of project success and
pre-project planning effort. The purpose of this thesis is to contribute to the overall
Pre-Project Planning Study by accomplishing several objectives:
I. Categorize the qualitative responses of project managers, business managers,
and operations managers concerning project success and pre-project planning
effort.
2. Analyze the qualitative data concerning success and pre-project planning effirt
in terms of stratification of responses, and identify themes and relationships within
and across the groups of respondents.
3. Based on the analysis and classification of the responses, determine best
practices regarding pre-project planning effort.

It is hoped that the findings of this study will support the conclusions of the
quantitative analysis performed separately on the questionnaire. The results of the
qualitative analysis conducted in this study should also contribute to the validation of
the pre-project planning model as well as emphasize the overall importance and need

for pre-project planning. This study should identify areas of the pre-project planning
process that, according to industry experts, require more emphasis for a project to be
successful. In addition, the conclusions drawn from this study are intended to
contribute to the development of a pre-project planning handbook. Finally, this study
should contribute to the knowledge base of pre-project planning for construction
projects as well as identify areas for future research efforts.

1.3. Organization of Thesis
The following six chapters provide the reader with the necessary background,

description of the research methodology, presentation and analysis of the data, and
conclusions and recommendations. This chapter, Chapter 1, provides an introduction
to the subject, an overview of the CII pre-project planning study, and the purpose of
this thesis. Chapter 2 provides background information, and it includes a literature
review of the current work that is relevant to this study and a summary of the previous
research completed in the CII Pre-Project Planning Study. Chapter 3 provides a
detailed review of the study's methodology, and it includes information regarding the
design of the study, the data collection process, and a description of the data analysis
method. The characteristics of the study's sample and the data collected by the
interviews are presented in Chapter 4.

Data Analysis is included in Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 presents the conclusions of the study. Finally, Chapter 7 presents
recommendations and addresses best practices concerning pre-project planning.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Literature Review
This literature review briefly surveys previous research in the areas of project
success and pre-project planning, and its relevance to the CII pre-project planning
study. In addition, a summary of the pre-project planning conceptual model developed
as part of the CH study is presented.

2.1.1. Project Success
A comprehensive review of the current relevant literature has revealed that project
success has been the focus of many recent studies. Several studies have focused on
identifying the critical factors that contribute to project success. These studies suggest

factors, preconditions, procedures, and determinants for achieving project success
(Jolivet and Batignolies 1986; Kothari 1986; Tuman 1986; Ashley, Jaselskis, and Lurie
1987; Pinto and Slevin 1988a; Freeman and Beale 1992; Sanvido et al. 1992).
In addition to the issue of success factors, many studies have concentrated on the
challenge of measuring and defining project success. Several researchers have
concluded that measuring project success in solely objective terms is an impossible
task (de Wit 1986; Morris 1986; Stuckenbruck 1986). The complexity of objective
measurement results from the many project objectives that change over time, the
multitude of project participants/stakeholders with different objectives, and the
subjective nature of many desirable project outcomes (de Wit 1986). There is general
agreement among researchers that whether or not a project is a success depends on
who is making the assessment and when the assessment is made. Thus, researchers
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have attempted to measure project success in a more subjective manner from the

various perspectives of project participants and at different times in the project lifecycle (de Wit 1986; Cleland 1986, 1988; McCoy 1986; Salaptas and Sawle 1986;
Stuckenbruck 1986; Tuman 1986; Ashley et al. 1987).
Some research has been conducted in the area of project success using regression
analysis methods. Success models have been developed using mostly subjective data
to identify relationships between project success and the inputs to success.
Researchers have identified several relationships between certain factors and project
performance (Ashley et al. 1987; Pinto and Slevin 1988b; Merrow 1990; Ashley
1991). All of these studies have identified project planning as a key factor that
contributed to achieving project success.

2.1.2. Pre-Project Planning
While project success has been the focus of many studies, the topic of pre-project
planning has received little research effort. There have been very few definitive studies

in the literature that have identified the important factors for measuring pre-project
planning effort and the impact of these factors on project success. Hackney (1992)
studied capital costs estimating and control which included research on the planning of
industrial process plant projects. Hackney proposed a detailed checklist for project
planning from which a definition rating for a project could be calculated. This
definition rating could be used to improve on areas of uncertainty, estimate
contingencies, and, to some extent, predict project performance.
One of the Rand Corporation's pioneer plants studies investigated the reasons for
inaccurate estimates of capital costs and performance difficulties for first-of-a-kind
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process plants. The study provided factors responsible for inaccurate cost estimate

and poor plant performance. The study found that both performance problems and
cost estimation error were associated with the technical and site characteristics of the
project. These were characteristics that were known and developed early in the
project development (Merrow et al. 1981).
There has been no research published which quantitatively establishes a correlation
between the effort expended on pre-project planning and the success of a project.
Furthermore, prior to this study, there has been only one published conceptual model
of the pre-project planning phase of a construction project (Sanvido 1990). This
model is primarily directed toward commercial projects and has limited validation.

2.1.3. Relation to this Study
The literature review demonstrates that a wealth of information is available on
project success while very little can be found concerning pre-project planning. Most
of the current project success research has focused on identifying critical success
factors and measuring project success. There is consensus among researchers that the
definition of project success varies among different project participants and even
among individuals based on when they are asked during the project life-cycle. Some
Af the authors in the literature conducted research by analyzing the opinions of project
managers or other project participants collected through interviews and
questionnaires. The majority of the authors, however, provide no evidence or data to
support their conclusions. The studies are based more on personal experience and are

prescriptive in nature.
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The CII Pre-Project Planning Study is different from the previous research in many
respects. Previous studies attempting to model construction project success have
identified project planning as a factor that is correlated to project success. However,
these studies failed to address in any detail the pre-project planning phase of
construction projects. Some of the differences are listed as follows: 1) This study has
concentrated on modeling the pre-project planning phase to identify all activities
involved; 2) This study has focused on measuring project success and pre-project
planning effort on capital facilities to determine if a positive correlation exists between
them; and, 3) This study has incorporated the use of both subjective and objective
variables in the research.
This thesis will contribute to the overall pre-project planning study by evaluating
the perceptions of three key project participants in the owner's organization
concerning project success and pre-project planning effort. These perceptions were
collected from over 90 project, business, and operations managers in telephone
interviews concerning specific industrial construction projects. The critical factors
concerning project success and pre-project planning effort will be outlined as well as
patterns and relationships identified through the interviews.
This will be the first study completed that examines industry experts' perceptions
of pre-project planning, pWo:•ct success, and their interrelationship. Unlike previous
studies, this study takes advantage of a large sample of the key participants involved in
the pre-project planning, execution, and operation phases of projects. In addition, all
the interviews were conducted at least two years after the projects were completed so
that a specific time period in the project life cycle is analyzed. Based on the
characteristics and size of the sample and the research approacL used, this thesis
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should provide a more representative view of the key factors involved for project
success and pre-project planning effort.

2.2, Pre-Project Planning Conceptual Model
The objectives of the CII Pre-Project Planning Task Force were discussed in the
introduction. The pre-project planning conceptual model developed by the task force
is particularly relevant to this thesis and satisfied one of the task force's objectives. It
provides the basis for the initial categories used in the qualitative analysis of the
opinion data gathered from the project representatives. In addition, it is expected that
the perceptions of the project representatives concerning project success and preproject planning effort will support the conceptual model and increase its validity.
The purpose of the conceptual model is to define the functions involved in the preproject planning of capital facilities so that measures of effort and project success can
be developed and their interrelationships analyzed. The task force has defined preproject planning as the process of developing sufficient strategic information for
owners to address risk and decide to commit resources to maximize the chance for a
successful project (Gibson et al. 1993). The pre-project planning stage of the project
begins once an initial idea for the project is identified; pre-project planning continues
until the beginning of project execution, when design and construction actually
commence.
Figure 2 shows the same four project life-cycle phases as the cost influence

diagram (shown in Figure 1), but it includes a description of the major sub-processes
required during each step of the project's life as defined by the task force. The four
major sub-processes of the pre-project planning phase (organize for pre-project
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planning, select project alternatives, develop a project definition package, and decide
whether to proceed with project) are further decomposed as shown in the node tree
for the pre-project planning model (shown in Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Project Life Cycle Diagram

The conceptual model for the pre-project planning process was developed by the
task force by employing their collective experience and the process mapping technique
IDEFO (Integrated Computer-Aided Manufacturing Definition) (Gibson et al. 1993).
The members identified the information flow between the various planning functions,
as well as the major players and the controls for each function. It was decided early in
the development process that the model should not necessarily mirror a single
company's planning procedures. Every attempt was made to keep the model as
generic as possible so that it applies equally to different project types and companies.
Therefore, the model refrains from going into so much deail that it becomes specific
to one company or one type of organization.
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The task force also developed detailed checklists of the important steps in the preproject planning effort. These checklists are tools that can be used to insure that all
the important planning functions are performed prior to beginning detailed design or
construction.
The researchers used three projects to validate how closely the model and the
checklist represent actual construction industry procedures. The CU task force
members provided these projects from their companies' job lists. The validation
process consisted of interviews with project participants to determine the applicability
of the model to pre-project planning efforts at each organization.
The next chapter will discuss the methodology used to meet the objectives of this
thesis.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Design of The Study
The focus of this thesis is an analysis of the perceptions of business, project, and
operations managers concerning project success and pre-project planning effort on
projects with which they were associated. These perceptions were obtained through
the use of telephone interviews. The sections that follow summarize the overall design
of the CH Pre-Project Planning Study, the data gathering process, and the analysis of
the qualitative data.

3.1.1. Definition of Project Success and Pre-Project Planning Effort
As discussed in the introduction, experienced personnel in the construction
industry feel that project success and the effort expended in pre-project planning are
correlated. A first step in determining this correlation was to define project success
and pre-project planning. The review of the literature demonstrated that the definition
of project success varied among different project participants and at what point they
were asked during the project life-cycle. In addition, the literature review
demonstrated that prior to this study little research effort has been expended on
defining the pre-project planning phase of construction projects.
Because no clear definition of project success and pre-project planning effort
existed for use in this study, the first step was to conceptualize these concepts.
According to Babbie (1983), conceptualization is "a process whereby fuzzy and
imprecise notions (concepts) are made more specific and precise". In the case of
project success, the task force members combined a review of the literature with their
14
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experience and the experience of their colleagues to produce four initial broad

categories of success: business, project management, operations and social success.
The lack of prior study of the pre-project planning phase of construction projects
made conceptualization of this concept particularly difficult. For the pre-project
planning effort to be evaluated, a conceptual model of the pre-project planning phase
was developed by the task force using a more structured approach. As described in
Chapter 2, the task force modeled pre-project planning using the process mapping
technique IDEFO. The conceptual model describes pre-project planning with three
broad concepts: organization for pre-project plarnnng, alternative selection, and
developing the project definition package.
Through conceptualization, the general terms of project success and pre-project
planning were more precisely defined. The next step was to define these concepts so
they could be observed and measured. Babbie (1983) describes operationalizafion as
the process of developing "concrete and specific definitions of something in terms of
the operations by which observations are to be categorized." The concepts of project
success and pre-project planning were further defined by the variables required for
measuring them.
The task force specified exactly what needed to be observed and how the
observation would be done. The initial four concepts of project success were further

defined by nine categories. Each success category was broken down into specific,
measurable variables. For pre-project planning, decomposition of the IDEFO model
was continued until a level of detail that provided measurable variables was reached
(Gibson et al. 1993). This list of success and pre-project planning effort categories
and variables is shown in the success and effort categories matrix (Appendix A). The
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matrix shows the variables to be measured within each category and the expected
source of data for each variable (business manager, project manager, operations
manager, or historical data).

3.1.2. Data Gathering Strategy
Of the five modes of observation described by Babbie (1983) (experiments, field
research, survey research, unobtrusive research, and evaluation research), survey
research is the most feasible for this study. Experimental and evaluation research are
not viable because of their intrusive nature and potential impact on the economic
performance of construction projects. Because there is little existing data about preproject planning, unobtrusive research, which relies on the availability of existing data,
"was not applicable to this research. Field research was employed to some extent by
having task force members observe and report how pre-project planning was done in
their firms. Survey research, which involves collecting data by asking people
questions was the most cost and time efficient method available.
The three most common methods for data collection in survey research are
personal interviews, telephone interviews, and questionnaires (Babbie 1983; Warwick
and Lininger 1975). Because of the time constraints involved and distances between
the locations of respondents, personal interviews were not feasible for use in this
study. The pre-project planning study relied on questiornaires and telephone
interviews as the primary methods for data collection.
The questionnaire and interview instrument were designed using the variables
developed in the operational definition. The list of these variables is shown in
Appendix A (Success and Effort Categories Matrix). A pre-test of the questionnaire
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and interview was conducted to ensure all the questions would be understood by the
respondents and would measure what they intended to assess. The task force
members from owner companies provided projects and interviewees for the pre-test.
As a result of the pre-test, minor changes were made to refine and improve the
qt:ustionnaire and interview instrument so that they provided more valid and reliable
data for analyses.

3.1.3. Domain of the Study
Based on the variables that were defined for measurement, the task force decided
that data would need to be gathered on completed, industrial construction projects. In
order to realize the objectives of this study, an initial project population of 150-200
projects was required. Each CII owner member company that was willing to
participate was asked to nominate six to ten potential projects meeting the following
criteria:
i. The project was an industrial construction project.

2. The final cost of the project exceeded $5 million.
3. The project has been mechanically completed and in operation for at least two
years.
4. The project was performed in North America.

3.2. Data Gathering
The first step in the data gathering process involved sending letters to members of
CII owner companies requesting that they nominate six to ten projects meeting the
criteria mentioned above. One-hundred five projects were nominated for the study,
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which was below the initial target of 150. From this project population, a stratified,
random sample was selected for study.
The second step was the completion of project questionnaires. The point of
contact for each project selected was asked to complete an eighteen page
questionnaire which was used to collect quantitative and historical project data on
each project. The questionnaire asked also for the contact information for follow-up
interviews with three project representatives:
1. Business unit representative: preferably the business manager who sponsored
the project and had knowledge of its business implications.
2. Project management representative: preferably the project manager who was
involved in the pre-project planning and execution phases of the project.
3. Operating unit representative: preferably the manager of the operating unit.
The request for interview data portion of the questionnaire is shown in Appendix B.
The third step was to send facsimile letters to each of the identified project
representatives notifying them that they would be contacted by a researcher to
schedule an interview. To insure that each of the interviewees provided data on the
project being studied, the letter included a brief summary of the project's historical
data. An example of the interview notification letter is shown in Appendix C.
The fourth and final step was to conduct the interview. Thirty minutes were
scheduled for each interview, and the average duration has been approximately 25
minutes. The interviews were conducted by reading a brief introductory statement
about the pre-project planning study and then asking questions exactly as they appear
on the interview instrument.
The interview instrument is divided into two sections. The first section gathers
opinions about the success of the project and the second section about pre-project
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planning effort. Each section contains closed-ended questions organized into the

project success and pre-project planning effort categories (see Appendix A for the list
of categories). Each section is followed by open-ended wrap-up questions designed to
obtain the representative's overall opinion of project success and pre-project planning

effort. The qualitative data gathered from the open-ended questions were analyzed for
this thesis. A copy of the master list of interview questions is included in Appendix D.
Each group of representatives was asked certain questions from the master list as
indicated in the Appendix, and all three groups were asked the same open-ended
questions.

3.3. Data Analysis
To evaluate the subjective opinions of project representatives concerning project
success and pre-project planning effort, qualitative analysis methods were used.
Qualitative analysis involves the organization and interpretation of non-numerical data
for the purpose of identifying important underlying meanings and patterns of
relationships (Babbie 1983). The qualitative data to be analyzed were generated from
four questions asked in the telephone interviews. The aim of these four open-ended
questions was to obtain perceptions about:
"*The important factors that contribute to project success
"*The areas that need to be considered for improving project success
"*The important factors involved in pre-project planning effort
"*The areas that need to be considered for improving pre-project planning
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The first step in the qualitative analysis was to organize the data. The verbatim
responses for each project representative were entered into a computer file and
organized by project number. A computer printout of the entire file was generated to
facilitate categorization of the responses by the researchers. The entire data file of
responses is shown in Appendix E and has been edited to preclude identification of the
participants.
The second step was to categorize the data. The success and pre-project planning
effort categories and subcategories developed by the task force were used for this
categorization (see Appendix A for a list of the categories). The author and the
primary investigator each read all the responses and assigned categories to them. This
process was repeated several times by each researcher to increase the accuracy of the
categorization. If a particular response emerged frequently from the data that did not
fit into one of the initial categories, it was added to a list of new categories and
subcategories. The list of new categories that was developed during the
categorization process is also shown in Appendix A,
The final step was to use descriptive statistics to describe and synthesize the data
thereby facilitating the interpretation of the qualitative data. This included the use of
frequencies, percentages, stratification, and Pareto ordering of the most common
responses. The researcher analyzed the data identifying underlying themes and
patterns of relationships within and across the groups of project representatives
concerning project success and pre-project planning effort. The results of the
categorization and interpretation of the data follows in the next two chapters.

4. PRESENTATION OF DATA

The previous chapter detailed the procedures that were used for data collection
and qualitative analysis of the data. This chapter will describe the characteristics of the
sample population and present the qualitative data received from the interviews with
project representatives.

4.1. Sample Characteristics
A total of 41 industrial construction projiects were included in this study. These
projects are categorized by size and type as shown in Figures 4 and 5. The total cost
of the 41 projects combined was $2,607,770,452. The final completion costs of the
projects ranged from $4,700,000 to $565,800,000, with an average cost of
$63,604,000.
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6115%•i•

5/37%

7/170/

13/32%
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N-41

D$50-$100MM $100- $600MM

Figure 4. Project Sample Size
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From these 41 projects a total of 94 interviews were conducted with project
representatives. As discussed in the previous chapter, the researcher attempted

to

conduct an interview with each of three representatives associated with each project:
(1) business manager; (2) project manager; and (3)
oprations manager. The ideal
situation would be to conduct three interviews for
each project, one with each
representative. Unfortunately, three interviews per project were not feasible in all
cases due to the unavailability of some project representatives. The projects under
study have been completed for at least two years, and, in many cases, the
representatives had left employment of the project owner or were out of the country
during the interview period.
Even when three repres.•vtatives were not available for each project, the ones that
were available were still intc-viewed. Collecting interview data from only one or two
of the representatives on a project instead of all three did not affect the results of this
study. It was not the study intent to compare the perceptions of the three project
representatives for each project. Rather, the focus of the study was to analyze and
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compare the perceptions of the three groups of representatives concerning project
success and pre-project planning effort. Therefore, all the available project
representatives were interviewed in order to collect as much data as possible for each
group.
Figure 6 shows the number of interviews completed for each group of project

representatives. Figure 7 shows the number of projects where all three interviews
were conducted and the number of projects where only one or two representatives
could be interviewed.
On two of the projects studied, one project representative performed as both the
project manager and operations manager for the project. In this situation, the
representative's responses were included in the data set for both the project and
operations manager, since the representative was responding from both perspectives.

Operations Manager

-

•

30

Project Manager
36

Business Manager
28
Figure 6. Interviews Conducted by Type
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4.2. Characterization of the Data
The master interview instrument containing the questions used in the telephone
interviews is shown in Appendix D. As described in the previous chapter, the openended questions (questions 10 and 14) concerning project success and pre-project
planning effort generated the qualitative data for analysis in this study. The questions
are as follows:
10. Finally,we would like to know your opinion of how successful thisproject
was overall, taking into considerationall the areasthat we havejust covered
On a scale of I to 5, with I being very unsuccessfuland 5 being very successful,
pleaseprovide us with your ratingof the overallproject?
10a. What are your main reasonsfor your assessment of the project's level of
success?
l Ob. What, f anything, needs to be improvednext time to make the project
more successful?
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14. Finally, we would like to know your opinion of the overall level of effort
expended on pre-projectplanning on thisproject. Usinga scale of I to 5, with
I representingvery low and 5 representingvery high, how wouldyou
characterizethe overall level of effort that was expended on pre-project
planningfor thisproject?
14a. What are your main reasonsyour assessment of the level of effort
expended on pre-projectplanning?
14b. In your opinion,what, concerningpre-projectplanning effort, needs to be
improved next time?

The responses of each project representative to these questions are organized by
project number and included in Appendix E. The data are categorized as described in
the methodology (Chapter 3). The researcher and the study's primary investigator
read the responses several times and assigned categories to them (see Appendix A for
initial categories used and the new categories identified).
Since the questions were open-ended, representatives often gave multiple
responses to be categorized. To account for multiple responses within a main
category, the responses were assigned subcategories within the main categories. For
example, the following response by a project manager to question lOa is categorized in
Table 1:
Teamwork on the projectwas excellent. Corporateguidancewas clear and consistent. The
project was well within budget and aheadofschedule; we had very minimal change&
Machineryoperatesvery well and operatorslike it since it is easy to operate.

Main Category
3
3
4
4
8

Table 1. Example of Categorized Response
Subcategory Project Manager Response:
a

Teamwork on the project was excellent.

e
a and b
d
a

Corporate guidance was clear and consistent.
The project was well within budget and ahead of schedule;
we had very minmal changes.
Operates wel, and operators like it since it is easy to operate.
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Referring to the success categories and subcategories in Appendix A, the

classification "3a" is quality management/teamwork effort; "3e" is quality
management/guidance from management; "4a" is project control/budget achievement;

"4b" is project control/schedule achievement; "4d" is project control/number of
changes; and "8a" is operating characteristics/ease of operation. The sections that

follow will explain the significance of each question, discuss the stratification of the
data, and present the data that were collected.

4.2.1. Data from Question 1Oa.
Question lOa: What areyour main reasonsfor the project's level of success?
This question was asked in order to determine the perceptions of the project

representatives about important factors or outcomes that, when present or absent,
have a significant impact on project success. From the responses, the researcher could
identify the success factors and outcomes important to each group of representatives.
In addition, any differences or similarities concerning project success among the
groups could be observed.
To facilitate the interpretation of the categorized data, the researcher stratified the
data set of responses several ways. First, the number of responses in each main
category were totaled for each group of representatives. In the example above, the
project manager had two responses in category 3, three responses in category 4, and
one response in category 8.
This method of stratification allowed the researcher to determine which categories
were perceived as most important by examining thefrequency of responses with which
each category was mentioned. Note that the three groups' perceptions cannot be
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compared using this method, since the number of representatives interviewed in each
group are not equal. Thus, the project manager group, which has the largest number
of interviews, will have more overall responses for categorization than the other two
groups.
The method used for comparing the groups' perceptions was to count the number

of representatives in each group (project manager, business manager, and operations
manager) that identified a main category at least once on a project. inthe example
above the project manager identified categories 3, 4, and 8. The number of
representatives in each group identifying a main category were totaled for each
category. To normalize the data, the number of representatives of each group in a
category was then divided by the total number of representatives of that group. Thus,

the percentage of each group identifying each main category was derived. Through
normalization of the data, the groups can be compared regardless of the minor
differences in group size. In addition, the frequency with which each category is
identified can be observed. This methodology was used for all four questions.
Table 2 presents the data received from question IOa. There were 94 total
representatives responding to the question: 36 project managers, 28 business
managers, and 30 operations managers. The categories identified in the responses are
listed at the top of each column. These categories are defined at the bottom of the
table by the subcategories that were identified within each main category. Note that
only those subcategories identified in the representatives' responses to question IOa are
included at the bottom of Table 2 (for a complete listing of the subcategories see
Appendix A). The number adjacent to the subcategory is the total number of
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times the subcategory was identified by all three groups. Each column contains the
number and percentage of representatives that identified a particular category. For
example, under the category of quality management in column (2), 12 project
managers out of 36, or 33% of the project managers identified this category in their
responses.

The bottom row of Table 2 shows the number of projects for which each main
category was identified. A project was included in a main category if at least one of
the project representatives interviewed identified that main category. The category of
quality management, for example, was identified by participants on 20 of the 41
projects in the sample.
Referring to question 10, the project representatives were asked to rate the
project's level of success on a scale of 1 to 5 (with I being very unsuccessful and 5
being very successful). The researcher stratified the responses to question 1Oa by the
success ratings the projects received. The projects rated 4 and 5 were considered
more successful, and those rated 3 or lower were considered less successful.
Using this method for stratifying the data, the researcher attempted to determine if
there were two sets of important success factors and outcomes. One set, for ratings of
4 and 5, would consist of important factors and outcomes contributing to their view of
a seccessful project. The other set, for ratings of 3 or less, would consist of factors
and outcomes that, if poorly executed or not existent on a project, could cause the
project to be less successful. This stratification was performed to determine if the sets
of factors and outcomes were similar or different. The data stratified by success rating
are not presented here, but the results of this stratification will be considered in the
analysis.
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4.2.2. Data from Qucstion lOb.

Question IOb: What, if anything, needs to be improved next time to make the project
more successful?

This question was asked to determine the perceptions of the project
representatives regarding which factors require more emphasis in order for a project to
be more successu. From the responses, the researcher could identify areas of
improvement considered important by each group of representatives. In addition, any
differences or similarities concerning improvement areas among the groups could be
observed.
The data received from question 1Ob were stratified in the same manner as the data
from question 1Oa. Table 3 presents the data received from question lOb. The same
number of representatives responded to the question. As before, the categories
identified in the responses are listed at the top of each column, and are defined at the
bottom of the table by the subcategories that were identified within each main
category. The number adjacent to the subcategory is the total number of times the
subcategory was identified by all three groups. Each column contains the number and
percentage of representatives that identified a particular category. The bottom row of
Table 3 shows the number of projects for which each main category was identified.
The "other" category in column (10) of Table 3 consists of those categories
identified only a few times by the project represezrtatives in their responses to question
l0b. Table 3a further describes the other category.
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Table 3a. Breakdown of "Other" Category for Question 10b
N - 94
Respondents

Social

Operating
Characteristics

Operations
Input

Market
Forecast

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Project (36)
Manager
Business (28)

1
3%
2

0

0

3

1
3%
1

Manager

7%

11%

4%

7%

0

1
3%

2
7%

3
10%/0

Operations (30)
Manager
Total (94)

Projects (N-41)

2

3

4

4

5

3%
3/7%

4%
3/7%

4%
5/12%

5%
3/7%

Notes:
Social: Safety & Health(l), Environmental(2)
Operating Characteristics: Ease of Operation(1), Performance(2), Flexibility(l)
Operations Input: Involvement of operations personnel as part of project team and
using their skills and experience in all phases(4)
Market Forecast: Forecasting the market window for a product(5)

4.2.3. Data from Question 14a.
Question 14a: What areyour main reasonsfor your assessment of the level of effort
expended on pre-projectplanning?
This question was asked to determine the perceptions of the project participants
concerning important factors required for successful pre-project planning. From the
responses, the researcher could identify the pre-project plarning factors important to
each group of representatives. In addition, any differences or similarities concerning
pre-project planning among the groups could be identified.
The data received from question 14a were stratified in the same manner as the data
received from previous questions and is shown in Table 4. Of the 94 project
representatives interviewed, 91 responded to question 14a: 35 project managers, 27
business managers, and 29 operations managers. Three of the 94 project
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representatives interviewed were not involved in the pre-project planning for their
projects and therefore did not respond to these two questions concerning pre-project

planning.
The categories identified in the responses are listed at the top of each column in
Table 4. As before, the categories are defined at the bottom of the table by the
subcategories that were identified within each main category. The number adjacent to
the subcategory is the total number of times the subcategory was identified by any of
the three respondents. Each column contains the number and percentage of
representatives that identified a particular category. The bottom row of Table 4 shows
the number of projects for which each main category was identified.
As was done in question 10a, the researcher stratified the responses to question
14a by the pre-project planning effort ratings received. Referring to question 14, the
project representatives were asked to rate the overall level of effort expended on preproject planning on a scale of 1 to 5 (with I being very low and 5 being very high).
The projects rated 4 and 5 were considered to have more pre-project planning effort,
and those rated 3 or lower were considered as having less effort.
Using this method for stratifying the data, the researcher attempted to determine if
there were two sets of important pre-project planning factors. One set, for ratings of 4
and 5, would consist of factors that contribute to successful pre-project planning. The
other set, for ratings of 3 or less, would consist of factors that, if not existent or
executed poorly on a project, result in unsuccessful pre-project planning. This
stratification was performed to determine if the sets of factors were similar or
different. The data stratified by effort rating are not presented here, but the results of
this stratification will be considered in the overall analysis.
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4.2.4. Data from Question 14b.
Question 14b: What concerningpre-projectplaningeffort needs to be improved
next time?
This question was asked to determine the perceptions of the project
representatives about what areas of pre-project planning require more emphasis. From
the responses, the -,searcher could identify areas of improvement for pre-project
planning important to each group of representatives. In addition, any differences or
similarities concerning improvement areas among the groups could be observed.
The data received from question 14b were stratified in the same manner as the data
received from previous questions. Table 5 presents the data received from question
14b. Of the 94 project representatives interviewed, 91 responded to question 14b: 35
project managers, 27 business managers, and 29 operations managers. As discussed in
the previous section, three of the 94 project representatives interviewed were not
involved in the pre-project planning for their projects and therefore did not respond to
questions concerning pre-project planning.
The categories identified in the responses are listed at the top of each column in
the Table. The categories are defined in the notes at the bottom of the table by the
subcategories that were identified within each main category. The number adjacent to
the subcategory is the total number of times the subcategory was identified by any of
the respondents. Each column contains the number and percentage of representatives
that identified a particular category. The bottom row of Table 5 shows the number of
projects for which each main category was identified.
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The other category included in column (9) of Table 5 consists of those categories
identified only a few times by the project representatives in their responses to question
14b. Table 5a further describes the other category in Table 5.

Table 5a. Breakdown of "Other" Category for Question 14b
N - 91

Corporate

Market Forecast

Respondents
(1)
Project (35)

idance
(2)
4

Manager
Business (27)

11%
1

2

SRepresentative
Operations (29)
Represmentative

4%
1
3%

7%
3
10%

6

5
5%
4/10%

Total (91)

70/0

Projects (N-41)

5/15%

(3)
0

Notes:
Corporate Guidance: Guidance from Management(6)
Market Forecast: Forecasting Market Conditions(5)

5. ANALYSIS OF DATA

5.1. Data Analysis
This chapter will discuss the analysis of the data presented in the previous Chapter.

For the questions asked, the researcher examined the frequency with which each
category was identified by each group. This was done to determine the perceptions of
each group concerning the important factors and areas of improvement for project
success and pre-project planning effort. The stratification of responses was analyzed
to determine any significant trends within and across the groups of representatives. In
addition, any relationship existing between project success and pre-project planning
effort was analyzed using the project success and pre-project planning effort ratings
received from questions 10 and 14.
For each of the questions IOa, IOb, 14a, and 14b, the results of the stratification of
responses are displayed graphically. Figures 8, 8a, 8b, 10, 12, and 14 display the
percentage of respondents from each group identifying each category. In addition, the
percentage of total respondents identifying each category is included. The categories
are arranged in descending order according to percentage of total respondents.
Figures 9,11,13, and 15 display the number of projects for which each success
category was identified by at least one project representative.

5.1.1. Analysis of Success Factors and Outcomes
Question lOa was asked in order to determine the perceptions of the project
representatives about important factors and outcomes that, when present or absent,
have a significant impact on project success. The researcher found that representatives
38
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indicated both factors that impact on project success and desired success outcomes.
The following categories indicated by the representatives were classified as outcomes
and factors by the researcher as follows:
Outcomes
* Project Control
* Construction/Operation Transition
* Social
* Operating Characteristics

Factors
* Quality Management
* Ease of EJP/C
- Operations Input
* Technology Evaluation

* Market and Financial

A factor can be identified as those things performed during the project that
influence success or failure of the project in terms of its objectives. Outcomes can be
defined as the relative success or failure of the project in terms of its objectives.
Figure 8 shows the percentage of respondents identifying each project success
category and includes both success factors and success outcomes identified. Figure 8a
shows the percentage of respondents stratified by the critical success factors, and
Figure 8b shows the percentage of respondents stratified by the critical success
outcomes.
Figure 8a indicates that the factors perceived by the respondents to be most
important for project success are quality management; ease of engineering,
procurement and construction; technology evaluation; and, operations input. Thirty
percent of the project representatives felt that quality management factors (teamwork
effort, customer satisfaction, effective communications and guidance from
management) impacted project success. E/P/C factors were identified by 21 percent of
the respondents and include execution strategy, scope definition, basis of design, and
constructability.
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Technology evaluation (identified by 15 percent of respondents) and operations
input (identified by 12 percent) are new categories identified during the qualitative
analysis that were not previously included in the project success categories developed
by the task force. Technology evaluation is the proper analysis, testing, and adoption
of technology to be used on the project. Operations input requires involving
experienced operations personnel as part of the project team.
Figure 8b indicates the success outcomes considered most important by project
representatives. More than one-half (60%) of the project representatives perceived
that project control outcomes (cost, schedule, change management, number/magnitude
of changes, and risk management) were important to their idea of project success.
One-third (33%) of the project representatives indicated that operating characteristics
(ease of operation, production quality, and availability) were important success
outcomes. Construction/operation transition outcomes which include ease of start-up,
ease of turnover, and operator training were identified by 24 percent of the project
representatives. Market and financial outcomes were identified by 15 percent of the

project representatives and social outcomes by 13 percent. Market and financial
outcomes identified were: capture and maintain market share; enhance future position,
gain competitive advantage; and meet financial authorization objectives. Social
outcomes included: safety and health, environmental; community relations; labor
relations; education and training, and legal and regulatory compliance.
Figure 8 indicates that, overall, the primary project success categories were project
control, operational characteristics, and quality management. The same three primary

project success categories were id'ntified most frequently on the projects studied.
Figure 9 shows that project control was identified by at least one respondent on 33
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(80%) of the 41 projects studied. Operating characteristics were identified on 24
(58%) projects, and quality management was identified on 20 (49/o) projects.
While it is clear from Figure 8 that all three groups of project representatives are
concerned with project control, it is also clear that the groups have some different
opinions about project success. The difference of opinions appears less significant
when comparing project managers and operations managers and appears more
significant when comparing the opinions of these two groups with those of business
managers.
The overwhelming concern of project managers was project control outcomes.
Eighty percent of the project managers identified project control outcomes as
i portant to their idea of project success, The next two most frequently mentioned

success outcome categories were operating characteristics, identified by 30 percent of
the project managers, and construction/operation transition, identified by 25 percent of
the project managers. The project managers identified quality management (33%) and
ease of engineering, procurement, and construction (E/P/C) (33%) as the most
important success factors.
The project managers' focus for project success appears to be on the execution
phase (design and construction) of the project. The project manager is also concerned
with turning over the project to the operations manager. This emphasis on the
execution phase of projects might be due to the project managers' normal association
with construction projects. Project managers are assigned, sometimes with much of
the planning already complete, to ensure a project is executed in a quality manner,
within the budgeted cost, and on schedule. This emphasis may also be due to the fact
that project managers are more often evaluated by their performance in these areas.
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The operations managers were similar to the project managers in their concerns
about project -,iccess, but with a few exceptions. Operations managers identified
project control outcomes and quality management factors as important but to a lesser
degree than project managers. Forty percent of operations managers identified proiect
control outcomes and 30 percent identified quality management factors. The
operations managers were more concerned than any other group with operating
characteristics and the construction/operation transition categories. These two
outcome categories were both identified by 40 percent of the operations managers as
important project success outcomes.
The operations managers identified operations input and technology evaluation as
important factors to project success much more frequently (2' percent) than the other
groups of representatives. Less than 11 percent of the business managers and project
managers identified these categories as important. Some representative responses
identifying these two categories are as follows:
One key thing was we had the egineers Am the existing plantcome out to be part of the
engineeringdesigngroup and remainea on the project team through start-up. Once the
expansion was complete they went back to work asplant engineers.(P047, Proj. Mgr.)
We startedengineerand design before technologyfiguredout; we hadto redesign many
facilities; if we had a clear idea of technology ofthe projectup-front it would have been an
extremely successful undertaking.(P025, Op. Mgr.)
New type technology used thatwas risky, but paidoff with high product reliabilityand a
best of itskindfacility. We did lots offield testing and convinced ourselves this wasfeasible
technology. (P020, Bus. Mgr.)
No communication or inputfrom operators(orcustomer)was allowed, ... e.g., customer
knew soil conditionsbut our engineers didn'tlisten to them. (P038, Op. Mgr.)

It appears that operations managers are more concerned with the downstream
results of the planning and execution phases of the project. Operations managers are
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very interested in a successful transition between construction and start-up and a plant
that operates as planned. As indicated in the above comments, many operations
managers feel they should have more input during the planning of the project,
especially when involving technology evaluation. Operations managers feel that their
experience can be utilized during project planning.
The business managers identified project control outcomes (33%) as important to
project success, but to a lesser degree than the project and operations managers.
Twenty-nine percent of the business managers identified operating characteristics as
important to project success. Social and market and financial outcomes were
identified by 21 percent of the business managers, which is considerably more than the
other two groups of representatives. Quality management factors were identified by
29 percent of business managers as the most important success factor. The business
manager indicated very little concern, when compared to the other two groups, for
ease of E/P/C factors and construction/operation transition outcomes.
The business managers perceptions about project success factors and outcomes
might indicate that he/she is more concerned with the overall project from a "macro"
level rather than how well it is executed (project manager) or how well it operates
(operations manager). The business managers appear more concerned with success
outcomes than with the factors that influence the outcomes. In other words, they
seem to be more globally focused with emphasis on achieving an overall quality

project that meets cost, schedule, and regulatory objectives, and is profitable for the
company.
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5.1.2. Analysis of Improvement Areas
Question 10b was asked in order to determine the perceptions of the project
representatives regarding which factors require more emphasis in order for a project to
be more successful.
The perceptions of project representatives as showr in Figure 10 indicate that
there are many factors requiring more emphasis to improve project success, and to a
lesser extent, some outcomes were identified for emphasis. While there are some
areas that were identified more frequently than others, there are no areas that clearly
stand out. The same conclusion can be drawn from Figure 11. The identical areas
were identified on the projects with approximately the same level of frequency as in
Figure 10. Again, there were no primary areas identified significantly more than
others.
Quality management factors were identified by 26 percent of the respondents for
improvement. Emphasis on pre-project planning and technology evaluation were each
identified by 25 percent of the respondents as improvement areas for project success.
Technology evaluation was identified on 21 (51%) projects and emphasis on preproject planning on 16 (39%) projects. Emphasis on pre-project planning is a new
category identified during the qualitative analysis that was not included in the original
project success categories developed by the task force. Emphasis on pre-project
planning is described as placing emphasis and dedicating resources to conducting
thorough pre-project planning.
Two other new categories identified as improvement areas are closely related to
emphasis on pre-project planning. Estimating was identified by 12 percent of the
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respondents, and front-end engineering was identified by 11 percent. Both categories

were identified on seven projects. Front-end engineering is the amount and quality of
design and engineering done up-front or during project planning. These areas are
functions of the pre-project planning process and were considered as improvement
areas by project representatives. Some of the responses identifying these improvement
areas are as follows:
Took a huge risk committing to projectwith far too littlefront end engineering. Very poor
estimate of cost; estimate kept changing ... We have pledged to doing a lot more preprojectplanning, engineering,and better cost estimating. (P008, Bus. Mgr.)
Area to improve isplanningfor engineeringresources: (project engineers,process control
andprocess engineers), projecttook place duringa very busy period-people stretchedthin.

(PM17, Proj. Mgr.)

More design before authorization. Significantnumber ofmechanicalinterferences;
mechanicalconstructabilitycheckt (P097,Proj. 1Mgr.)

Also considered as improvement areas were ease of E/P/C (identified by 21
percent of respondents and on 18 (44%) projects), project control (18 percent of
respondents and 13 (24%) projects), at- the construction/operation transition (8
percent of respondents and 7(17%) projects). As previously identified in the responses
to question 10a, project control and construction/operation transition are project
outcomes that were indicated as needing emphasis.
The "Other" category in Figure 10 includes two project outcomes, social and
operating characteristics, that were identified few times by project representatives as
needing emphasis on a few occasions. Operations input and market forecast factors
were also identified only a few times as needing improvement and were included in the
"Other" category.
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Figures 10 and 11 show that there are no improvement areas identified as most
significant by all the respondents. However, there is some variation between the
groups regarding the relative importance of each improvement area. Each individual
group had improvement areas that they were more concerned with than other areas.
More than any other group, the project managers perceived that significant
improvement could be made in the area of ease of E/P/C. Thirty-three percent of the
project managers identified this as an improvement area. The project managers also
felt that much improvement could be made in the area of quality management
(identified by 25 percent of the project managers).
Twenty-five percent of the project managers identified the amount of emphasis
placed on pre-project planning as an improvement area. However, the project
managers had little concern for some of the more specific improvement areas related
to pre-project planning such as technology evaluation, front-end engineering, and
estimating. In addition, project managers were not as concerned with improving the
construction/operation transition.
The improvement areas identified as more significant by the project managers
corroborates the results of the previous analysis of success factors. The project
managers were most concerned with improving areas related to the execution phase of
the project. The project managers did feel that, in general, more emphasis on preproject planning would contribute to project success. However, they did not identify
with much frequency the specific areas related to pre-project planning, which again
alludes to their focus on execution.
The operations managers were significantly more concerned than any other group
with first, the improvement of technology evaluation and then, emphasis on pre-
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project planning. Forty-six percent of operations managers identified technology
evaluation and 27 percent identified emphasis on pre-project planning as improvement
areas. These categories are closely related since technology evaluation occurs during
pre-project planning. The operations managers described technology evaluation as a
detailed analysis of new and existing technology to be employed in the facility and

important during the planning of the project.
The operations managers were also more concerned than the other representatives
with the construction/operation transition (17 percent identified this category). None
of the business managers and only eight percent of the project managers identified the
construction/operation transition as an improvement area.
As in the previous section analyzing success factors, the operations managers were

again concerned with factors that relate to the operation of the facility. In this case,
the operations managers were concerned with improving areas during project planning
that will ultimately affect the operation of the facility. The operations managers felt
that more emphasis on improving technology and front-end engineering during
planning would contribute to a more successful project.
The business managers had no specific area that they were most concerned with
improving. Twenty-five percent of the business managers identified emphasis on preproject planning, and 21 percent identified technology evaluation. Another area
related to pre-project planning identified by the business manager for improvement
was estimating. Fourteen percent of the business managers indicated that poor
estimating was a frustrating cause of exceeding budgets. Eighteen percent of the
business managers identified ease of E/P/C as an improvement area, and eight percent
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indicated that project control outcomes required emphasis. The business managers did

not identify the construction/operation transition.
Analysis of the business managers improvement concerns reinforces the findings of
the previous analysis regarding success factors. The business managers as a group
seem to be more concerned with the overall project. They felt that emphasis on
improving project planning especially in the areas of technology and estimating would
contribute to a more successful project.
A significant conclusion of the analysis of the improvement areas is that most
perceptions of the project representatives concerning project improvement relate to
pre-project planning. The perception of project representatives seems to be that
improving areas related to pre-project planning will produce more successful projects.
Thus, in the opinion of project representatives, pre-project planning is needed and
positively contributes to project success.

5.1.3. Analysis of Pre-Project Planning Effort Factors
Figures 12 and 13 show that several categories emerged as important to the
project representatives for successful pre-project planning. Two primary categories
were identified more frequently than others. Time and resources was identified by 41
percent of the respondents and on 26 (63%) projects, and project definition package
was identified by 35 percent of the respondents and on 22 (54%) projects.
Time and resources is a new category that was not originally identified as part of
the pre-project planning success categories developed by the task force. It was
defined by the project representatives as enough time and resources dedicated to preproject planning and also included a team composed of appropriately skilled and
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experienced personnel. Some of the representative comments identifying this category
were as follows:
Insufficient time was allocatedto develop soundpremnses anddefinition. Simply allow time

to do betterjob. (PO08, Proj. Mgr.)
In my experience this was the best (project)I was involved with. All resourceswere made
availableand were not a problem. We didn't try to cut costs on this one: high public profile.

(Po34, Bus. Mgr.)
Number ofparticipantsfrom all the business areas: marketing,plant operations, R & DA etc.
Participantswere all top qualifiedand dedicatedpeople. Lots ofexperience on team, and
team was dedicatedfull-time to this project. (P035, Proj. Mgr.)
Team was limited by time, but lots of effort wasput intopre-projectplanning andmeeting the
end date. However,just not enough tme to do thorough evaluationof alternativesandget
all the information needed (P012, Op. Mgr.)

Responses identifying the project definition package as important included such
factors as execution approach, control guidelines, risk assessment, quality emphasis,
percent design complete at authorization, and appropriate scope definition and cost
estimating. This category is related to some of the improvement areas for project
success discussed in the previous section. Front-end engineering, estimating, and ease
of E/P/C all include functions related to the project definition package.
Teamwork was another category that all three project representative groups felt
was important to successful pre-project planning. Teamwork was identified by 33
percent of the respondents and on 28 (71%) projects. Teamwork factors included
how well individuals worked together, team continuity, team building, and multidisciplinary team. Having a multi-disciplinary team was identified more often than any
other teamwork factor and is defined as having personnel from all organizations within
the corporation and from outside parties involved in pre-project planning. Some
representative comments identifying the importance of teamwork were as follows:
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I feel that we did not have the teamwork that we could have had ... Better teamwork would
have helped earlieridentificationoftechnicalproblems. (P021, Bus. Mgr.)
There was the right quality and types ofpeople involved and good effort Good team work
towardcommon objectives. Developed internalobjectives: committed ourselves to doing
things right.(P028, Proj. Mgr.)
Considerableamount on team building and total quality management. Real effort on these
between owner, contractor,and all organzationsinvolved This paidoff. (P033, Bus. Mgr.)
Extensihe team buildingwith the help of a consultant; we monitoredthe team process by
measuringhow well we were doing and got back an track if we were off-track ... excellent
open atnosphere-goodfor input and teamwork on all issues. (P033, Op. Mgr.)

Evaluation of alternatives was yet another category that all three groups felt
important as criteria for measuring pre-project planning. This category was identified
by 30 percent of the respondents and on 17 (41%) projects. The factors identified for
this category were alternative selection concerning site or technology and technology
evaluation. Technology evaluation was also identified earlier as a success factor and
improvement area for project success.
The final two categories identified by all three groups for successfid pre-project
planning were customer involvement and corporate guidance. Customer involvement
was identified by 16 percent of the respondents and on 15 (36%) projects. This is a
new category that was not identified in the original list of pre-project planning success
categories developed by the task force. The category was described by the project
representatives as involving the customers of the project in the planning process.
Corporate guidance was identified by nine percent of the respondents and on eight
projects. It was des i:bed as the clear and consistent communication of corporate
guidelines during the pre-project planning process.
There is some variation in the percentage of representatives identifying each
category both within the groups of representatives and when comparing the groups.
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All three groups were concerned with having adequate time and resources for
successful pre-project planning. The operations managers and project managers were
more concerned with the project definition package, teamwork, and evaluation of
alternatives than other categories. With the exception of time and resources, the

business managers did not identify any categories significantly more than others. In
addition, the business managers were less concerned with the project definition

package, teamwork, and evaluation of alternatives than the other two groups.
This appears to support the general trend that has been established in the previous
analyses. The business manager maintains a more global view and is concerned with
several areas for successful pre-project planning. The project manager and operations
manager are more focused on specific pre-project planning success factors that will
affect the execution and operation of the project.
The analysis of the factors identified for successful pre-project planning contribute
to the validation of the pre-project plannm

3 model developed by the task force. The

success factors identified by the project representatives are addressed within the major
sub-processes outlined in the model. These sub-processes of the pre-project planning
model are shown in Figure 2 (Project Life Cycle Diagram). The major activities are
further decomposed into functions in Figure 3 (Node-Tree for Pre-Project Planning).
For a detailed presentation of the pre-project planning model developed by the task
force see Modeling Pre-Project Planning for the Construction of Capital Facilities
(Gibson et al. 1993).
The perceptions of the project representatives were that adequate time, resources,
and teamwork were important for successful pre-project planning. The model
incorporates these categories under the sub-process of "organize for pre-project
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planning". Project representatives felt that the evaluation of alternatives including
technology evaluation were important during pre-project planning. These categories

are included in the model within the "select alternatives" sub-process. The project
representaties also stressed the importance of developing a timely and accurate
project definition packagc which is included as a major sub-process in the model. In
addition, the representatives indicated that customer involvement and corporate
guidance were important to successful pre-project planning. These factors are stressed
throughout the pre-project planning model.

5.1.4. Analysis of Pre-Project Planning Improvement Areas

0

Question 14b was asked in order to determine the perceptions of the project
representatives about what areas of pre-project planning require more emphasis.
Figure 14 and 15 show that, according to the opinions of the project representatives,
there are three primary areas of pre-project planning needing improvement: project
defihition package, time and resources, and teamwork. All three of these areas were
also considered important for successful pre-project planning in the previous analysis.
The project representatives agreed that the project definition package was the area
requiring the most improvement. Project definition package factors were id,,.t.ntIed by
36 percent of the respondents and on 24 (58%) projects. Time and resources
(identified by 26 percent of the respondents and on 18 (44%) projects) and teamwork
(24 percent respondents and 18 (44%) projects) were also considered key
improvement areas by all three groups.

Two new categories not previously identified that were considered improvement
areas were communication and pre-project planning methodology. Communication
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was identified by 16 percent of the respondents and on 12 (29%) projects. Many
project representatives expressed the importance of quality communication throughout
the organization:
Not enoughfollow through by plannersinto design and constructionphase. Plannersdon't
stay with the project and there is not enough communication back andforth. (P041, Proj.

Mgr.)
(Owner) is too autocraticand intimidating; this sometimes hamperscommunication of
information. Better communication-thisis improving; listen to input. (P043, Bus. Mgr.)
Good effort to ensure open/frequent/consistentcommunications: weekly meetings very
helpful in resolving issues. (P024, Op. Mgr.)
Better communicationsand understandingto andfrom upper management so they
understandthe implicationsofwhat's developed (P010, Proj. Mgr.)

Pre-project planning methodology was identified by 12 percent of the respondents
and on nine projects. This improvement area was defined by the representatives as a
formal plan or road map to follow for conducting pre-project planning. Some project
representatives expressed concern that their companies did not have a specific
methodology for pre-project planning or did not follow the one they had:
We are trying to change the method ofauthorizationso that it is more defined, especially in
areaofrisk; What investment can we tolerate? (P025, Bus. Mgr.)
Today, we have aformalpre-projectplanning method that involves all people andproduces
a project executionplan. This is a vast improvement. (P029, Proj. Mgr.)
We need to have documentedguidelinesfor P3; need a roadmap to adhere to. (P043, Proj.
Mgr.)

Evaluation of alternatives and customer involvement were also identified as
improvement areas. Customer involvement was identified by 17 percent of the
respondents and on 16 (39%) projects. Evaluation of alternatives was identified by 11
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percent of the respondents and on 14 (34%) projects. The "other" category consists
of two improvement areas identified by less than eight percent of the respondents:
corporate guidance and market forecast.
Based on the analysis of the pre-project planning improvement areas, there again
appears to be general support for the trend that has been established in the previous
analyses. The project managers and operations managers groups have approximately
similar concerns about improvement areas for pre-project planning. Both project
managers and operations managers appear to be concerned more with improving the
project definition package, time and resources, teamwork, and, communication. With
the exception of the project definition plan, the business managers did not identify any

improvement areas more frequently than others.
One exception to the established general trend can be found in the category of
evaluation of alternatives. In the previous analysis of pre-project planning success
factors, the project manager and operation manager groups both identified this
category with the same level of frequency. However, Figure 14 shows that the project
manager is much less concerned with the evaluation of alternatives as an improvement
area than both the business manager and operations manager. One possible
explanation for this is that project managers were significantly more concerned with
improving the project definition package since it will directly affect the execution
phase of the project. The evaluation of alternatives contributes to the definition
package, thus only indirectly affecting execution.
In addition, the project manager is more concerned than the other groups with
improving communications and pre-project planning methodology. This might result
from his responsibility for coordinating and conducting pre-project planning. It should
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be noted, however, that some project managers expressed concern that they were not
involved with some projects until after pre-project planning was completed.
The analysis of the improvement areas further supports the validation of the preproject planning model developed by the task force. The areas identified as needing
improvement are included within the major sub-processes of the pre-project planning
model. In addition, the concern of project representatives for a formal methodology
for conducting pre-project planning underscores the usefulness of the model. Owners
can use the model as a basis for developing a pre-project planning process specific to
their company.

5.2. Analysis of Pre-Project Planning Effort and Project Success Ratings
It can be concluded from the preceding qualitative analysis of the perceptions of
project representatives that some relationship exists between pre-project planning and
project success. Project representatives feel that more effort expended on pre-project
planning will result in more successful projects. To investigate this relationship
further, an analysis of the pre-project planning effort ratings and success ratings was
conducted.

5.2.1. Correlation Analysis
For each project, the representatives rated success and pre-project planning effort
on a scale of 1 to 5. For success, a rating of 1 was very unsuccessful and a rating of 5
very successful. For pre-project planning effort, a rating of 1 was very low effort and
a rating of 5 was very high. To assist in the analysis, the success and effort ratings of
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the respondents for each project were averaged. The result was an overall pre-project
planning effort and project success rating for each of the 41 projects.
The comparison of effort and success rating for each project is displayed
graphically in Figure 16. The x-y plot, with pre-project planning effort on the x-axis
and project success on the y-axis, shows that the majority of projects with a high effort
rating also had a high success rating. The correlation coefficient (R) was calculated to
be 0.38, indicating that a weak positive relationship exists.
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Figure 16. Pre-Project Planning Effort vs. Project Success (Project Average
Ratings for N = 41)
A possible explanation for the relatively weak relationship is the subjective nature
of the questions asked. The scale for rating project success and pre-project planning
effort is relative. Thus, what one representative considers successful may be
considered unsuccessful by another. In addition, representatives may have a poor
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understanding or difference of opinion about what constitutes pre-project planning
effort.

5.2.2. Quadrant Analysis

Another analysis conducted was to investigate further, on a case-by-case basis, the
projects that did not follow the expected trend of high pre-project planning effort
resulting in increased project success. Of particular interest were those projects rated
low effort and high success, and those rated high effort and low success. An analysis
of the project representatives' perceptions concerning effort and success on these

projects might provide some explanation as to why they were exceptions to the
established trend.
Of the 94 interviews conducted, 89 representatives gave project ratings for both
pre-project planning effort and project success. As previously discussed, for this study
projects rated 1 to 3 for success were considered less successful, while projects rated 4
or 5 were considered more successful. For pre-project planning effort, projects rated
1 to 3 were considered as having less effort, while projects rated 4 or 5 were
considered as having more effort. The pre-project planning effort versus project
success ratings of 89 project representatives are displayed graphically in Figure 17. A
line was drawn along the 3.5 rating for both effort and success establishing four
quadrants:
Quadrant
Quadrant
Quadrant
Quadrant

I:
II:
EIl:
IV:

Low pre-project planing effort and high project success
Low pre-project planing effort and low project success
High pre-project planing effort and low project success
High pre-project planing effort and high project success
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When arranged into quadrants, the perception ratings of the project representatives
seem to support the conclusion of previous analyses: more effort expended on preproject planning will result in more successful projects. Of 70 representatives rating

projects with high effort, 59 gave ratings of high success (quadrant IV). However, it
would also be expected that projects having low effort ratings would be considered
less successful. This was not always the case. Of 20 representatives characterizing
projects with low effort, only six considered the projects to be unsuccessful (quadrant
UI). Thus, 14 representatives considered projects successful even though the projects
were rated as having low pre-project planning effort (quadrant I).
To identify possible reasons why projects were exceptions to the high effort-high
success relationship, a more detailed analysis of representatives' perceptions
concerning these projects was conducted. In addition, perceptions of projects rated
low effort and low success (quadrant II) were analyzed to determine possible causes of
poor effort and the circumstances for project success.

5.2.2.1 Analysis of Quadrant I
Fourteen of the project representatives indicated that 12 of the projects in the
study had little pre-project planning effort, yet were still successful projects. It must
be noted that other project representatives felt differently about the same projects.
Some representatives agreed that there was little pre-project planning effort expended
on the project, but they perceived the result was an unsuccessful pro;ect (quadrant II).
Some representatives indicated the project had both high effort and high success
(quadrant IV). In addition, on one of the 12 projects, a representative felt the exact
opposite of his colleague indicating there was high pre-project planning effort, but low
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project success (quadrant MII). This underscores the previous discussion that project
success is viewed differently by each project participant, and many project participants
have a different understanding of what should occur during pre-project planning.
Nonethv1ess, the perceptions of project representatives in quadrant I were analyzed to
determine possible explanations why the projects were considered a success in spite of
low pre-project planning effort.
Five of the projects were considered by representatives to be a success for
marketing and financial reasons. These projects resulted in a good return on
investment for companies by entering the market at the right time, providing a
competitive advantage, or providing additional capacity to meet market demand.
Representatives also expressed some unsuccessful aspects of these projects that
attributed to the poor effort expended on pre-project planning. Three of the projects
had significant cost overruns. For example, one representative commented that as a
result of a poor project definition package, the project budget was exceeded by 200
million dollars. Yet, this project was considered successful because of the return on
investment it provided, and because it was determined from a benchmarking study that
the project was actually under the industry average cost for similar projects. Two of
the projects considered financial successes had schedule delays attributed to poor preproject planning. One project involved the use of complex technology not evaluated
thoroughly during pre-project planning. The technology had to be upgraded after
start-up, delaying production. The other project was delayed by environmental
regulations that were not complied with. This problem was attributed to poor
technology evaluation and communication during pre-project planning. In spite of the
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problems alluded to above, the projects were profitable and for this reason considered
successful by the representatives.
Seven of the projects were considered successful by project representatives simply
because they met most of the project objectives. Analysis of the representatives
comments reveals that four of these projects were duplications of previous projects.
These four projects used most of the same technology and were approximately of the
same scope as previous projects. Thus, there was little pre-project planning expended
on these projects since much of the planning work from previous projects was utilized.
Representatives from these projects cautioned, however, not to underrate the level
of pre-project planning required for "copy projects." While the projects were
duplications of previous efforts, there were some new problems encountered.
Environmental considerations that were overlooked on two of the projects resulted in
changes and rework. New technology that was not thoroughly evaluated on the other
two projects resulted in numerous changes and cost overruns. Thus, the
representatives noted that while less effort may be expended on duplicate projects, an
appropriate amount of time and resources should still be allocated to work through the
formal pre-project planning process.
The remaining three projects did not fit in any category. These projects were
considered successful by all three project representatives interviewed for each project.
However, there was disagreement about the level of effort expended on pre-project
planning. For each project, two of the representatives felt there was high pre-project
planning effort while one representative was dissatisfied with some aspect of the preproject planning effort.
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On one project, pre-project planning effort received a low rating from the
operations manager because of failure to comply with environmental regulations. The
approval of the project was delayed 15 years while environmental studies and public
hearings were held. The operations manager on another project was particularly
dissatisfied with the amount of personnel turnover on the pre-project planning team
since he had to update each new member about the project. One project manager felt
that not enough detailed design was completed, and the evaluation of alternatives was
inadequate. According to this project manager, the result was numerous mechanical
problems.
In summary, analysis of the perceptions of project representatives in quadrant I
shows there are exceptions to the expectation that low pre-project planning effort will
result in unsuccessful projects. According to project representatives, little pre-project
planning effort can contribute to a project failing to meet cost, schedule, and other
objectives. However, the same projects might still be considered an overall success if
they meet or exceed financial or market objectives. This indicates there are other
factors that have an impact on project success in addition to pre-project planning
factors. On several projects, business planning conducted during the business planning
stage of the project life cycle, or just plain luck, had a significant impact on project
success in spite of poor pre-project planning effort.
Another exception is that some projects do not require as much pre-project
planning as others. This is true of projects that are duplicates of previously completed
projects. However, representatives cautioned that an appropriate level of formal preproject planning is required even for duplicate projects. Finally, the analysis supports
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the previous conclusion regarding disagreement among project representatives
concerning what constitutes project success and pre-project planning effort.

5.2.2.2 Analysis of Quadrant III
Eleven of the project representatives indicated that seven of the projects in the
study had a high level of pre-project planning effort, yet were unsuccessful projects.
As in the previous analysis, other project representatives felt differently about the same
projects. Some representatives agreed there was high effort, but they perceived the
result was a successful project (quadrant IV). Other representatives disagreed about
the level of pre-project planning effort, indicating the projects had low effort and low
success (quadrant 11).
Three of the seven projects were considered unsuccessful for market and financial
reasons. For these projects, the forecasted market never materialized for the product
that was produced. A representative for one of the projects commented that the entire
overseas market was lost to competitors who completed simin

plants at

approximately the same time. Representatives commented that the projects were well
planned and executed, but that an inadequate business risk assessment was the cause
for failing to meet financial objectives.
Two other projects were considered unsuccessful due to significant cost overruns
and schedule delays. Yet, some of the project representatives felt there was a high
degree of pre-project planning effort. On both these projects, representatives
commented that the pre-project planning team relied on poor data in the planning
process.
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Representatives of one of these projects indicated that poor data for estimates, an
inexperienced planning team, and pressure to meet an unrealistic target budget resulted
in a 50 percent cost overrun. Accordi4g to the business manager, this project would
have never been authorized had there been a realistic cost estimate. Similarly,
representatives for the other project noted that the pre-project planning team relied on
poor maintenance data for existing generators and turbines. This resulted in major
scope changes, cost overruns, and schedule delays late in the project execution.
The remaining two projects were Ateresting because of the considerable amount of
disagreement among project representatives involved. To illustrate this disagreement,
the responses to question 10 and 14 are shown below in Figure 18 for one project.
All three representatives rated the project as unsuccessful (question 10), however the
reasons for this rating vary. There is some agreement that cost and schedule were
outcomes, but the representatives hold different views about other factors contributing
to the project's lack of success.
The disagreement among project representatives is even more apparent when
considering their perceptions about pre-project planning (question 14). The business
manager and operation manager both rated the project as having high preproject planning effort, but had contrasting opinions about the pre-project planning

process. The business manager concluded that far too much time was spent on preproject planning, especially in the area of technology evaluation, forcing the project a

year behind schedule and leaving little time for design and execution. The operation
manager, on the other hand, indicated there was not enough time allotted for preproject planning and technology evaluation, resulting in a failure to meet project
specifications. The project manager indicated that more time and resources were
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BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 3
10a. -Blew schedule and budget; required a lot more resources than originally scheduled
-Project was not originally designed for the safer alternatives
-Too many risks taken; had huge overruns
lob. -Better and earlier communications between operators and designers; lots of problems
could have been avoided; more communication is necessary between all parties
14. 5
14a. -By definition, we did a lot of P3; lots of time spent and full up testing of technology was
done; as a result of the time spent in P3, this project fell a year behind schedule; I believe we
had overkill in the area of P3; for example in the technology evaluation, we knew about all the
proven technologies, yet we stil tested everyone of them; too much testing
-Too much effort on P3 as opposed to detailed design
14b. -Tighten up the objectives and have more rigorous control over P3 schedule; take more risk
considering technology that we already knew worked instead of testing everything to near perfect
performance results
-Don't sacrifice engineering and detailed design for lots more testing; we fell way behind
schedule, and we're still fixing problems today
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 3
10a. -We did not meet the scheduled in-service, had cost overruns, and commissioning
difficulties
-One problem was that the operations organization never wanted this project and were
never fully committed to it; it was a head office decision and people at the plant did not agree
with it so there was no buy-in
-We committed to this project far too early, and there was little time for any good planning
10b. -Needed to do more P3; project was schedule driven and we didn't have any time for good
planning
14. 2
14a. -Insufficient time and budget for P3; schedule driven project
-Not enough resources committed to the project; project was undertaken when manpower
was stretched very thin
14b. -Need more P3; more time and resources need to be committed
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 3
10a. -Initial goals(load requirements) did not meet station needs; initial planning team did not
have the right specs to plan by
10b. -If target dates were realistically set, we could allow more time for planning and execution;
didn't have enough time to get information required for project; end date should not be the
controlling factor for the project; Not enough time for testing technology
14. 5
14a -Team was limited by time, but lots of effort was put into P3 and meeting the end date;
however, just not enough time to do thorough evaluation of alternatives and get all the
information needed
14b. -Realistic time table and keep the same team consistent; communication between major
parties needs to be better
Figure 18. Responses for Project 011
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required for pre-project planning, agreeing with the operations manager.
However, the project manager rated the project as having low pre-project planning
effort. The other project revealed similar contrasting views about project success
and pre-project planning effort (see project 038, Appendix E). All three
representatives agreed the project was unsuccessful, but for different reasons. As
for pre-project planning, there were significant differences in the perceptions of the
representatives. Not surprisingly, all of the representatives on these two projects
mentioned that better communications would be required on future projects.

Analysis of the perceptions of project representatives in quadrant III again
indicates that there are varying opinions about project success and different levels
of understanding of the pre-project planning process. The analysis also supports
the previous conclusion that there are other factors that impact project success.
According to project representatives, high pre-project planning effort will not
always result in a successful project. This is especially the case when pre-project
planning is conducted based on unsound market forecasts and business strategies
developed during the business planning stage. In addition, poor quality data
utilized during the pre-project planning process can impact on the success of the
project. Project representatives stressed the need for valid and verifiable data
inputs to the pre-project planning process.

5.2.2.3 Analysis of Quadrant IU

Six of the project representatives indicated that six of the projects in the study
had little pre-project planning, and the projects were unsuccessful. The
perceptions of these six representatives were analyzed further to identify factors or
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causes for poor effort and low success (quadrant 11). The objective of this analysis
was to determine if these factors were different than those identified for high effort
and high success projects (quadrant IV).
The researcher found that the factors identified by representatives rating
projects with low effort and low success were no different than those rated high
effort and high success. These factors were discussed in Section 5.1.1. (Analysis
of Success Factors) and 5.1.3. (Analysis of Pre-Project Planning Effort Factors).
However, with only six representatives out of 89 rating the projects in quadrant II,
this analysis is preliminary at best.
The data set was expanded by considering low pre-project planning ratings
separately from low success ratings. As described in Chapter 4, the researcher
stratified the responses to question 14a by the pre-project planning effort ratings
received. Using this method for stratifying the data, the researcher attempted to
determine if there were two sets of important pre-project planning factors. One
set, for ratings of 4 and 5, would consist of factors that contribute to successful
pre-project planning. The other set, for ratings of 3 or less, would consist of
factors that, if not existent on a project or executed poorly, result in unsuccessful
pre-project planning.
The researcher found that the factors identified in both sets were very similar,
and the frequency with which they were identified was also similar. These factors
were discussed previously in section 5.1.3. However, of the 91 representatives
responding to question 14, only 20 rated the projects with a effort score of 3 or
less. Again, it was difficult to determine from this small data set any significant
trends on projects that were considered as having less pre-project planning effort.
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For project success, the researcher stratified the responses to question 10a by
the success ratings the projects received. Using this method for stratifying the

data, the researcher attempted to determine if there were two different sets of
important success factors. One set, for ratings of 4 and 5, would consist of
important success factors contributing to a successful project. The other set, for
ratings of 3 or less, would consist of factors that, if not addressed or not met on a
project, could cause the project to be less successful.
The researcher found that the factors identified in both sets were similar, and
the frequency with which they were identified was also similar. However, of the
94 representatives responding to question 10, only 16 rated the projects with a
success score of 3 or less. Thus, it was difficult to determine from this small
sample any significant trends on projects that were considered less successful.
In summary, the analysis of perceptions concerning successful and unsuccessful
pre-project planning effort reve,,s only one set of important factors describing preproject planning effort which were identified earlier in Section 5.1.3. According to
project representatives, these factors contribute to successful pre-project planning.
When these factors do not exist or are poorly executed, less than adequate preproject planning may occur. Similarly, the analysis of perceptions concerning
successful projects and unsuccessful projects reveals only one set of important
success factors. According to project representatives, these factors are
determinate of project success. When these factors are not addressed or not met,
the result may be a less successful project.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this research was to analyze the perceptions of three key types of
project participants from the owner's organization concerning project success and preproject planning effort. The perceptions were collected during telephone interviews
with 36 project managers, 28 business managers, and 30 operations mangers from 41
industrial construction projects sampled in this study. The factors concerning project
success and pre-project planning effort and the patterns and relationships that exist
were identified using qualitative analysis methods. From the analysis, the following
conclusions were drawn.

6.1. Project Success Factors and Outcomes
According to project representatives, as a combined group, project control
outcomes were most determinate of project success. The two project control
outcomes considered most important were cost and schedule. Operational
characteristics, especially ease of operation and production quality, were also
identified as determinates of project success. In addition, teamwork effort and
customer satisfaction were quality management factors considered important for
project success.
While there was some agreement among project representatives that project
control and operational characteristics were most determinate of project success, there
were other success categories considered important such as: construction/operation
transition; market and financial; and social. In addition to quality management, other
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factors considered to influence project success were: ease of E/P/C; technology
evaluation; and operations input.
There was considerable disagreement between the groups of project
representatives concerning the relative importance of each success category. Not
surprisingly, this disagreement indicates that each group of representatives had a
different project focus. The project managersas a group were most concerned with
the execution phase of the project and the project turnover. The operationsmanagers
were most concerned with the downstream results of the planning and execution phase
of the project. In addition, operationsmanagerswere very concerned with having
more input into project planning, especially in the area of technology evaluation. The
business managersappeared to be more concerned with the overall project from a
"macro" level rather than how well it was executed or operates. This overall
difference in success emphasis may contribute to disagreement among project
representatives over project objectives and can lead to communication breakdowns.

6.2. Improvement Areas for Project Success
Most of the perceptions of project representatives as a group regarding
improvement areas relate to pre-project planning. The perceptions of project
representatives seem to indicate that improving areas related to pre-project planning
will produce more successful projects.
The project representatives indicated many areas that can affect project success
improvement. There were no areas identified for improvement that stood out more
clearly than other areas. Areas related to pre-project planning identified included:
emphasis on pre-project planning; technology evaluation; ease of E/P/C factors (scope
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definition, execution strategy, basis of design, and constructability); estimating; and
front-end engineering. Other important improvement areas identified were: quality
management, emphasis on project control, and the construction/operation traition.
While there were no improvement areas identified as most significant by all
respondents as a group, there were again different view points between the groups
concerning the relative importance of each improvement area. The project managers
were most concerned with the execution phase and identified more frequently those
areas directly related to improving execution. The projectmanagersdid mention, in
general, that more pre-project planning was required. The operationsmanagerswere
more concerned with areas related to facility operation, but also with improving areas
during project planning that will ultimately affect the operation of the facility. As
before the businessmanagersas a group were more concerned with the overall
project.

6.3. Pre-Project Planning Effort Factors
Project representatives as a group indicated that adequate time and resources are
critical for performing pre-project planning. Many representatives indicated that
adequate time and resources includes having an appropriately skilled team of
experienced personnel to conduct pre-project planning. Another important area
identified was the project definition package. According to project representatives, a
timely and accurate project definition package was important for successful preproject planning and positively impacts project success. Project representatives
stressed the importance of teamwork and communication during the pre-project
planning process. Other categories identified as important to pre-project planning
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effort were the evaluation of alternatives (including technology evaluation), customer
involvement (including operations personnel), and corporate guidance.

Again, there is some disagreement between the groups concerning which are the
more important pre-project planning effort factors. Analysis of each group's concerns
supports the trend identified earlier. The project managersand operationsmanagers
are more focused on specific pre-project planning effort factors that will have the most
impact on the execution and operation of the project. The business managersseem to
maintain a more global view and were concerned with several broad areas for
successful pre-project planning.
The pre-project planning model developed by the task force is supported by the
views of the project representatives. The success factors identified by the
representatives are addressed by the majorsub-processes of the model. The
perceptions of the project representatives as a group were that adequate time,
resources, and teamwork were important for successful pre-project planning. The
model incorporates these categories under the sub-process of "organize for pre-project
planning". Project representatives felt that the evaluation of alternatives including
technology evaluation were important during pre-project planning. These categories
are included in the model within the "select alternatives" sub-process. The project
representatives also stressed the importance of developing a timely and accurate
project definition package which is included as a major sub-process in the modei. In
addition, the representatives indicated that customer involvement and corporate
guidance were important to successful pre-project planning. These factors are stressed
throughout the pre-project planning model.
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6.4. Pre-Project Planning Improvement Areas
Project representatives as a group were most concerned with improving the project
definition package for future projects. In addition, the perception of project
representatives is that there was not enough time and resources, or teamwork in the
pre-project planning process. Representatives again stressed that adequate time and
resources included a skilled and experienced team. Representatives indicated that
team building, team continuity, and multi-disciplinary teams were teamwork factors
that need emphasis.
Good communications and customer involvement were also emphasized as areas
for improvement. Other areas identified for improvement were the pre-project
planning methodology and the evaluation of alternatives, which includes technology
evaluation. Several representatives indicated that their companies have a formal preproject planning methodology but that it is inadequate or not adhered to. Others
stressed the need for a formal process or road map to conduct pre-project planning.

The perceptions of project representatives concerning improvement areas further
supports the validation of the pre-project planning model developed by the task force.
The areas identified as needing improvement are included within the major subprocesses of the pre-project planning model. In addition, the concern of project
representatives for a formal methodology for conducting pre-project planning
underscores the usefulness of the model. Owners can use the model as a basis for
developing a pre-project planning process specific to their company.
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6.5. Pre-Project Planning Effort and Success Ratings
Project representatives as a group perceived that emphasis on pre-project planning
is correlated to project success and that poor pre-project planning may result in less

successful projects. There were also exceptions to these perceptions indicating that
other factors may impact project success without regard to the level of pre-project

planning expended.
According to the project representatives, these other identified factors contributing
to a project's success or lack of success were associated with the business planning
stage of the project life cycle. Many projects that representatives identified as having
had poor pre-project planning effort were still considered successful because they met
or exceeded financial and market objectives.
Conversely, several projects identified as having had high pre-project planning
effort were considered less successful because they failed to meet financial and market
objectives. According to project representatives, these projects were considered less
successful because the pre-project planning was conducted based on unsound market
forecasts and business strategies or poor quality data was utilized du ing the preproject planning process.
Project representatives indicated that projects which are duplications of previously
completed projects do not require a high level of pre-project planning effort to be
successful. Project representatives cautioned, however, that even for duplicate
projeits an appropriate level of formal pre-project planning is required.
Analysis of the projects that were considered exceptions to the effort-success
relationship revealed that there was considerable disagreement among representatives
concerning both the level of pre-project planning effort and the level of project
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success. In addition, there appeared to be confusion over what constitutes pre-project
planning.
The perceptions of the representatives that rated projects low effort or low success
were analyzed to determine if there was a different set of factors that contribute to
poor pre-project planning effort or less successful projects. The analysis indicated that
the same factors that contribute to successful pre-project planning, when executed
poorly, may also contribute to unsuccessful pre-project planning. Likewise, the same
factors that impact project success, when not addressed or not met, may also
contribute to perceptions of less successful projects.

7. BEST PRACTICES

7.1. Best Practices
Pre-project planning is vital to project success and is a best practice of corporate
business organizations that perform capital facility construction projects. Based on the
analysis of the project representatives concerning project success and pre-project
planning effort, the following best practices are presented:
"Itis important that the corporategoalsand guidelinesfor pre-project
planning, and the project, are well defined
"

Teamwork and communicationare criticalto the pre-project planning process.
" When organizing for pre-project planning, a multi-disciplinaryteam consisting
of appropriatelyskilled andexperiencedpersonnel,to include the project
customer, is required. This means that operations, business, project
management/technical, and, if applicable, key consultant personnel must be
closely involved in pre-project planning early in the process.

"

For pre-project planning to be successful, team continuity is necessary, and the

team must be cultivated through team building and open communication.
"

The project, business, and operations managers need to understand that they
have different views concerning project success and project objectives. These
views need to be communicated, and project representatives shouldagree on
project objectives. This agreement can be achieved through project objective
setting exercises during pre-project planning that consider corporate guidance,
and the views of project managers, business managers, and operations
managers. Information on the process of managing, communicating, and
agreeing upon project objectives can be found in the CH publication PrJcjt
Objective Setting (Rawings 1989).
Other factors such as poor business decisions, reliance on bad data, or other
poor assumptions can also affect the success of the project. These factors
should be addressed in pre-project planning if possible.
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Each company should establishaformalprocessfor conducting pre-project

planning. A good basis for this process is the model developed by the CH
Task Force. This pre-project planning road map should be specific to each
company's needs and should be adhered to in order to maintain uniformity.
Through consistent application of a specific pre-project planning methbdology,
process performance can be measured and continuously improved.
Companies need to authorize adequate time and resourcesforpre-project

planningto be conducted successfully. Qualified teams of skilled and
experienced personnel are required to verify inputs to the pre-project planning
process, conduct analysis, and make recommendations to the decision makers.
* All pre-project personnel involved in the process need to understandwhat
activities occur, and what their roles and responsibilities are in the process.

7.2. Recommendations for Future Research
During the completion of this thesis, additional projects were received by the
researchers for study. These projects provide an additional 38 project representatives
to be interviewed. The additional data will be useful since it will firther expand the
sample size and possibly increase the validity of the findings. In addition, with more
data available, further study concerning the pre-project planning and project success
relationship may be conducted using the data from the interviews and the project
questionnaires together.
The interview instrument contains numerous closed-end questions concerning
proiect success and pre-project planning effort. The responses to these questions were
not analyzed for this study. Further study into the relationship between pre-project
planning effort and project success should be conducted utilizing these data and the
data from the project questionnaire.

APPENDICES
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Appendix A: Success and Effort Categories Matrix

Success Categories

Expected Sources

Factors and Outcomes
1. Marketn__
a. Capturemaintain market share
b. Enhance future position

Business

c. Gain competitive advantage

X

Management

Operations

X
X

2.Fsnancial

a. Financi Authorization Objectives
b. Owner Costs
c. Owner Procured Equi a
d. Engineering Design Cost
e. Engineer Procured Fqu4pMtl
fi Construction Cost
g. Commissioning & Turnover Cost
h Start Up Costs

,____...._____

X

3. Quat Management

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
4.

Teamwork effort
Customer satisfaction
Project Personnel Turnover
Professional Performance
Guidance From Management
Rework
Effective Communications

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

Project Control

a. Budget achievement
b. Schedule achievement
c. Change manageent
d. Number/ta[gnitude of Change
e. Extent of punchlists
f. Risk Management
5. Ease of FJ/IC
a. Basis of design
. . .. .,• .....
b. Scope definition
_X
c. Execution strategy (actual vs. planned)
d. Constructabifity

________i____s_________________

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
x
X
X
X

___

__

X

__I___i
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Success Categories

Expected Sources

SProjec

Factors and Outcomes

Business

Management

Operations

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

6. Social

a. Achieves legal & regulatory compliance
b. Labor relations
c. Safety and health
d. Craft Labor Turnover
e. Craft Labor Absenteeism
f Equal employment opportunity
g. Environmental
h. Community relations
i. Noise
j. EducationTraining
7. Construction/Operations Transition
a. Ease of turnover
b. Ease of startup
c. Spare parts availability

X
X
X
X

d- Operator Training
e. Equipment documentation availability

-

0.perating Characteristics

a.
b.
c.
d.

Ease of Oeati~ on
Availaility
Flexibility
Production Quality

X
X
X
X

e. Performance (cost to manufct_-e)

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

f. Plant Utilization
g. Design Capacity

X

X

9. Maintenance,
a. Unanticipated Retrofits

_________

b. Maintainability
10. New

Catemor

a. Opertions Input

X
X

kbcateories*

_

b. Technology Evaluation
c. Estimatin
d. Front-end enpgieering

e. Emphasis on Pnýre-qjea Planning
f. Procurement

g. Market Forecast
*Note: Original success factors developed are indicated in section one through nine. Additional
success factors identified during the interview process are given in section 10.
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Effort Success Categories
Types of Pre-Project Planning Factors

Business

Expected Soure
Project
Oeain
Management
Oeain

b-Formaly
Evgaluzations________

f. Were chere teamch.tinuiteyol
g.Coecepthal toesa
& Estiats

omuiae

X
____

X
_____

X
__
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Effort Success Categories

Expected Sources

3. Project Denitioua Plckage
a. Risks identified and Assessed
b. Design complete at authorization

X

X

c. Was an execution approach defined
d. Were control guidelines established
e. Was a definition package compiled

X
X

X
X

f Was scope definition appropriate

X

X

g. Emphasis on Quality

X

X

X

X

a. Time and Resources/Multi-disciplinary Team
b.

Technolog, E_,_uation

c. Team Skills and Exrience
d. Customer Involvement
-e. Scope and Estimate

f. Teamwork
g. Pre-project planning controls
h. Market Forecast

*Note: Original pre-project planning factors developed are indicated in section one through three.
Additional pre-project planning factors identified during the interview process are given in section 4.
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Appendix B: Request for Interviewee Data
Construction Industry Institute Pre-Project Planning Task Force Interviewee Data
To learn more about this project, the task force researchers would like to conduct short (15-25
minute) interviews with three people who were associated with this project during its pre-project
planning, execution, and operating phases. We would like to talk to one representative from the
business unit, one from project management, and one from the operating unit. To insure that all
participants are providing data on the same project, we will be sending these people a summary of the
data from sections 1.1 through 2.1 of the survey you have just completed, with the exception of the
design capacity data from question 2.1.6. Upon selecting these people, we would appreciate your
contacting them to assure that they will be available to be interviewed. After confirming their
availability and willingness to be interviewed, please supply the following information so that we can
contact them.
I.

Business Unit Representative - preferably the person who sponsored execution of this project
and has knowledge of its business implications.

a.

Name[

JM[r.
[ ]Ms.

b. Title
c.

Company

d.

Address

e.

City

f

Tel. No.

State

_

Zip

Fax No.

g. Responsibility During Pre-Project Planning and Execution of this Project
2.

Project Management Representative - preferably the project manager who was involved in
the pre-project planning and execution stages.
a.

Name [ ]Mr. [ ]Ms.

b.

Title

c.

Company

d.

Address

e.

City

State _

f. Tel. No.
g.

Zip

Fax No.

Responsibility During Pre-Project Planning and Execution of this Project
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3.

Operating Unit Representative - preferably the manager of this operating unit.

a.

Name[ ]Mr.]IMs.

b. Title
c.

Company

d.

Address

e.

City

f.

Tel. No.

State

_

Zip

Fax No.

g. Responsibility During Start-up and Operation of this Project
Thank you very much for your participation in this msrvey!
Please return this form along with the questionnaire in the stamped, pre-addressed envelope

enclosed to:
Dr. G. Edward Gibson, Jr.
Department of Civil Engineering
ECJ -5.2

The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX 78712-1076
PRE-PROJECT PLANNING INTERVIEWEE
DATA

Appendix C: Interview Notification Letter

Facsimile Cover Sheet
To:
Company:
Phone:
Fax:

Jim Jones
AAA Enterprises
604-251-2444
604-251-4443

From:
Company:
Phone:
Fax:

Edd Gibson
The University of Texas at Austin
(512) 471-4522
(512) 471-6316

Date: 10/28/93
Pages including this cover
page: 2
Mesage.
The Construction Industry Institute Pre-Project Planning Task Force is studying the effect that
pre-project planning has on the success of capital construction projects in terms of the company's
goals and objectives. The Refinery Unit Project has been chosen as one of the projects to be studied,
and Mr. Joe Smith indicated to us that you are the Project Management representative for this
projecL As part of our research, we have already received information about this project via a
questionnaire completed by members of your company, and portions of this information are
summarized on the enclosed Project Data Sheet. In addition to this information, we are also
interested in your opinion of this project. Consequently, we would like to conduct a telephone
interview with you.
The interview will be conducted by telephone and will consist of a series of questions
concerning various aspects of how successful the project was and how much effort was expended
during pre-project planning. It should take about 20 to 25 minutes of your time to complete. Your
answers will be held in strict confidence and will be known only to members of the research staff here
at the University of Texas at Austin. They will, of course, be most helpfid in the task force's research
into this topic. A member of our staff will be calling you in the next few days to arrange a time when
it will be convenient for you to participate in the interview. Thank you very much for your
cooperation and time.
sincerely,

G. Edward Gibson, Jr
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CII Pre-Project Planning Task Force
Prooect Data Sheet
Company: AAA Enterprises
Project Name: Refinery Unit
Project Location: Smithtown, TN.

Project Number. EST 7994
Type of Facility: Petroleum Refinery

Primary Products: C3/C4 and stabilized Isomerate
Primary Raw Materials: Light straight run feedstock
Type of Site: Grassroots
Unique Features: First-of-a-kind for this company
Execution Contracting Strategy Employed:
Conceptual Engineering- in house
Detailed Engineering- Cost-plus with fee

Procurement services- Cost-plus with fee
Lump sum Construction Contract
Date of Major Funding Authorization: 2-87
Date of Construction Completion: 12-90
Date of Commercial Operation: 12-90

Appendix D: Interview Instrument and Master List of Interview Questions
Project Data

Prject Name

_

_

Project Location (City)

_

_

_

_

_

_

______

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

(State)

__________

_

_

_

_

_

_

_____

Iatrrlewee D~at
Name
Title
Company _____________________________________________

Phone___________________Fax:
Interview Schedule - Date

_

________________

____________Time:__________

Revised Schedule - Date_______________Time:

Actual-

Date

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Time~:

_

_

________

_

_

_

_

_

_

This interview should take around 20 minutes. Will this be a problem for you at this time?
Before we begin the inevew I will read you a brief introduction and answer any question tha yo mh have.
This interview is being conducted on behalf of the Constrctio Industry Institute's (CII) Pro-Projec Plannin
Task Force. The task fotrce is studying various aspects of po-project planning and how it relates to the overall
success of a project. The task force has defined pro-project planning as the process of developing strategic
information sufficiet for owners to decide to commit resources and maximize the chance for a scesu
project. The task foc.e has further stated that the process of pro-project plannin constitutes a comprehensive
framew ork for detailed project planning. It begins when a validated project concept has been identified during
the business planning process and ends when a decision has been made whether or not to autorz fl n for
the execution phase of the project.
The__________

was given to us as the

project has been chosen as one of the projects to be studied. Your nmie

for the project by

_____reresentative

______.A

project

questionnaire has already been completed providing us with historical data about this prjec For tepr pose of
this interview, howe-ver, we are interested in knowing your opinion of how sucssu this project was and how
much effort was put mnto pro-project planning. Do you feel that your participation in this project was such that
you will feel qualified and comfortable answering questions of this nature? (!f the answer to this is w,' ask for
anotherreferencefor this interview).
The interview is divided into two sections. The first section is cocre with the sucs of the project mnd the
second section relates to the pro-projec-t planning effort Each section is followed by an open ended, wrap-up
queston. The interview is structured such that I will first r,•ad a sttmenut about the project You then provide
a response to the statement on a scale of I to 5, with I meaning you strongly disagree with the statement, 3
meaning you neith~er agree or diage and 5 menn you strongly agree with the statement.
Inaccordance with estabLshed ei procedure, your responses to the qusin about to be asked will be known
only to the researchers and will not be divulged to anyone else.
Do you have any questions before we begin the interview?
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Note:
DK= Dout Know and NA= Not Applicable

B= Business Manager, PM= Project Manager, and, OPN Operations Manager. Each representative is asked
only the questions indicated by an "X" in the column under the B, PM, or OP For example, only the business
maager and project manager would be asked the question below.

c. This project was chaactezed byc•mpetai and
consistent guida
o management.

1

2

3

4

5

B PM

OP

Master List of Ingerview Ouestions

1

wThe
first set of statements cocan the projects marketing objectives. On a scale of I to 5 please
provide your opinion on the following:
B

a.

This project allowed your business unit to attain its
market share objectives.

1

2

3

4

5

DK

b.

Completion of this project allowed your business unit

1 2

3

4

5

DK

C.

Completion of this project allowed your business unit
to attain a comipetitive advantage for the primary

1

2

3

4

5

DK

X

1

2

3

4

5

DK

X

to attain its goals relating to future market positions.

PM

OP

X

FX F

products(s) produced by the project?
d.

2.

a

Considering markeftnas awbole, thisproaject
met or exceeded the marketing objectives of the
company.

The second area of success we are interested in involves financial objectives. Please provide us with
your opinion on the following statement

Ove•rll, this project met or exceeded the financial

objectives of your business unit.
Probe:.Exa

offiameW menaumra

ONAit, RAm onEl quF amn C"
Fle Mam~e rsi

Ramum

1

2

3

4

5

DK

B
X

PM

OP
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3.

a.

amre
about the quality anagemeft obtectives or objectives wMch relate to
The next set of statem
assurancc of project quality. On the same scale of I to 5, with I meaning you suiegly disagree and 5
meaning you strwngly agree, plesa provide your opuiion on whether or not this project met the following
quality management objectives?

In general, project participants worked well
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we
Pro": Fxmsqpe o.fprojedctpta
ow.ners, customuer, c-trs,
and
cammkome Te pw icipow werW tegdh
toward the commo god of saccssfuI&
the pvreat
-d

-hHL

b

-

Key project personnel changed freq",r--tly during the
xaeuico of this Iroject.
a'e
t those•tn
ProMe Key projectpersea

c.This project was characterized by comnpetent and
ojesistcat guidance f
d

5 DK

Ix

lXX

management
tom

Emphasis was po
lac
n identifying ad sas1sing
the needs of the custogne.

e. This project was chiaracteuized by high quality,
professional perorance by project p~artcpts.
f.
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jX j

The amount of rework performed on this project was
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highg. The amount of wok appearing onpunch lists was

1 2

hIn Considering quality manaagement as a wbole, this
project met or exceeded the quality management
objectives of your organization.
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Another area of success we re interested in involves project control objectives. On the same scale of I
to 5, with I meaning strongl disagree and 5 meanmng strongly agree please provide your opinon as to
whether or not the project met the following project control objectives?

4.

a.

The budget objectives of the project were met or
exceeded

1

b. The schedule objectives of this project were met or
C.

Project changes were generally well managed and
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X

X
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minimally impacted the project_.
d. The magnitude of prject changes ,as high.
e. In generl project Participants communicated

Probe: Exmaia ofprejedpwotkip
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exceeded
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X

we

Owners, csto•seen, cotractmor, and

Conubalf

f

Potential risks wee managed to mninwImly impact
the project

W

X1

feheo: .aFrm*= efpvtm"a mla we
d&ffa*eg site cOanitioen, wse off"rt of a kind
ecnxoe
, enWmrno.-.w"a cancerm aid ae
ofufast t4ack t kod

g.

OveralL this project met or exceeded the
project control objectives of your organization.
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The next set ofstements are about the project MPC objectives. Again, on a scale of I to 5, with I
meaning you strongly disagree and 5 meaning you strongly agree, please provide your opinion on the

.

following:
B
a.

The design basis contributed to the successful
excution of the project
Prabe:.Eawpla of deai basisae apikV
plat, copy of mxisti•gfacilky and

b. The project scope was defined to allow various

1
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PM tO
X

I

Xi

phases of execution to proceed smoothly and with

minimal change.
c.

The actual eaxution strategy matched the

X

execiaion strategy tat was planned at the time the
project was authorized

d.

Lessons learned fromn previous construction
projects and other constructability assessments
were incorporatedinto this project during the
engineering and design phases.
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e.

Ingeneral, thi project met or exceeded your
companies overall E/PlC objectives?
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We are interested in the ocdal objectives of the project On the same scale of I to 5, do you agree or
disagree with the following statements regarding the projects social objectives:

6.

a.

The legal and regulatory compliance requirements
were achieved.
set prior to au rt

b. Ingeneral, a harmonious relationship with labor
thi
WhSi maintained during teconstruction
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4

5
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project
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c.

Safety and health goals were achieved or exceeded
during the execution of this project
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This project achieved or exceeded its EEO goals.
pamnpl
of EEO goaL are MAE or
Probe: F
DBE subcontract or dwredt hire of hmadicap or
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The project experienced frequent tunover of craft
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f.

Absenteeism at the craft level was high.
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Probe Rwsdoayourprewoums egxperiec
the Ikd of asc• rdism of caft workS *w
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g. The goals to maintain or improve the quality of the
environment were met or exceeded by this project
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Pro" Goad shAmM sW e corporaeaidor
reguldatO,.
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IL This project met or exceeded its goals to improve
the relationship between the company and the
community.
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Goals to reduce or mainimie noise during the

X

I

execution and operation of this project were met or
exceeded.

j

Goals concerning the education and training of
personnel were met- d1XL

Ic. AU In all, the social objectives of this project

were met or exceeded.1
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7.

The following statemms ame on comstructioa/operamdons trasition objectives. On the same scale of 1
to 5, please tell us whether you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding
canstruction/operations transition objectives.

B

PM

OP
X

a.

There was a mooth turnover of the project
between comstruction and operation
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b.

The start up phase of this proect was well
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d. Operator training was adequte
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e. Equipment documentation was available when
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ho&Dpathestwt-ppnd

phase fre
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eit denet
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mechaniaL cmn~pkaie threeg

During the start up andimtud operation spare parts
were- available as needed.
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Proeh. Fxanspiu ofequ4,man
decumadeden are operw*q and
midmancm e umnual

f.

All in &ILi
this project met or exceeded its
constnaction/operations transition objectives.
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8.

The next set of statements concern operating objectives. On a scale of I to 5, please tell us whether you

agree or disagree with how well did this project met the following operating objectives.

B

PM

OP

a.

The goals concerning ease of operation were met
or exceededProbe: Examps of eae of operWim goals
we OO& staff Ond Ovestim,
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b.

Thkis project met or exceeded its goals concerning
the number of days it was available for operation
in a year.
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c.

The project goals concerning turndown ratio or
ease of change over fomm one product to another
were met or exceeded.
Probe: Tuudem rmo a rded to vwying
the tput quawty of MkeprAt
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d.

The quality of the end product produced, by this
project met or exceeded the goals set whien the
was authorized.I
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e.

The unit cost to manufacture the end product met
or exceeded the goals that were set when the
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f

Thie output rate ofthis project met or exceeded
the goals that were set at the time the project was
authorized
Prbe: An ==#pe off outu te is
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g.

Overall, the planned operating objectives of
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*project

X

prjc was authorized.

this project were met or exceeded?
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9.

The last set of questions m this section concerns maintenance objectives. On a scale of I to 5, please
tell us whether you agree o disagrew with the following statements regading maintenance objectives?

B

PM

OP

a.

There has been little need for any major,
unplanned facility changes since completion of
this project
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b.

The goals concerning the ease of maintenance
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XT

were achieved by the execution of this project.

C. Overall, the planned makintenance, objectives
of this project were met

FW
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10.

Finally, we would like to know your opinion of how successiul this project was overall, taking into
consideration all the areas that we have just covered. On a scale of I to 5, with 1 being very
unsuccessful and 5 being very successful, please provide us with your rating of the overall project?
12345
lOa. What are your main reasons for your assessment of the projects level of success?

lob. What, if anything, needs to be improved next time to make the project more successful?
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"Thiscompletes the first section of the tnrvew. The next section is designed to obtai your opio of
the effort that wnt in to pre-project planning on the project. As stated during the moducuon, we
have defined pIe-project planmng as the process of developing strategic infomation sufficient for owners
to decide to commit resources and maximize the chance for a m u
project. Before we begin the
intemew please give us a brief decnption of your involvement with the project during the pre-project
planning phase.

This section of the interview follows the sme format as the previous section. For each of the following
statements, please indicate how accurately they describe your opinion of the pie-project plaming effort
for this project Please use the same response scale of I to 5 with I indicating that you strongly
disagree with the statement, 5 indicating that you strongly agree and 3 indicag that you neither
agree or disagree with the statement
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11.

On a scale of I to 5, do you disagree or agree with the following statements regarding the organiinai

of the pre-project planning effort
Ba.

In geneal, the individualso

thepr•-project

X
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During the execmuton phase of the project,
people in key leadership positions chaged
frequently
Probc Key pesiem are thee crifical to
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Corporate guidelines wer clearly communicated
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The tem effeb were
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amgmizdAnded Tm meimba had
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be tem player

b.

People in key leadership postions on the preproject planning team changed frequently during
the pre-project planning process.
Prbe.: Key pesiemau
wt Ahe cria Lto
the t~mfkmdoxAVe maccmfiaR.
Frequet*
mfmmsmme A avfreg

C.
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to the pre-project planning team.
Pf'ebe Tep managmen commmnieed
corpmer guidner~ La the Uea at die time
Lie team wwfarmed Tep management
thai mmnkored Mie team'Is wrk La kma
LionthLe guidelinswen bdhgg implemented

g.
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Overall, the pre-project planning effort was

~~well organized.
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12.

a.

b.

C.

*appropiriate

d.

The following questions relate to the evaluation and selection of project alteatives during pre-project
planning. On a scale of I to 5, with I meming you strongly disagree and 5 meing you strony agree,
what is your opinion of the following statements?
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Corporategola for technology and site selection
were clearly communicated to the pwe-project
Planning team
Poobc Top mxuqem,
amewed tha the
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Beforetheacuatechnologywasselected,
alternative technologies wer thoroughly evaluated
by the approprate personnel.
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shit dad abdky to make dte em aim
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Alternative sites were thoroughly evaluated by the
personnel before the actual Project site
was s
ted.L
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Aformal method was used to evaluate
alternatives.L
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sufficient detail to evaluate alternatives.
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Overall, the effort expended In evaluating and
selecting alternatives was sufficient for
project.
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13.

a

Using the sme scale of 1 to 5, do you disagree or agree with the following statements concemmg
project deflttion at the time it was authorized?

Potential busimess risks wer adequately identified
and &ssesso during Ire..projct plannin.
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Spv l'je ct plfni
The project execution approach was well defined
duringpre,project planning.
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c.

Project control guidelines were well defined
during pro-project Planning.
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The scope of this project was well defined at the

time the project was authorized.
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e.

Project quality was emphasized during pre-prject
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Teprprjttplanning.
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phasied projecrpuaityua
f. Overaill, this project was well defined at the
die the decision was masde to authorize Its
execution
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14.

Finally, we would like to know your opinion of the overall level of effort expended on pre-project
planning on this prject. Using a scale of I to 5, with I represening very low and 5 representng very
high, how would you charactee the overall level of effort that was expended on pre-project planning

for this projec
12345
14a. What are your main reasons your assessment of the level of effort expended on pre-project

planning?_

14b. In your opinion, what, ccemning pproject plaming effort, needs to be improved next time?

This concludes the interview. Thank you very much for your efforts.
Interview End Time:

Appendix E: Responses from Project Representatives
Qualitative Data Set

___

Research Project Number

Questions:
10. Rating of how successfu the project was overall on a scale of I to 5 (1 being very unsuccessful

and 5 being very successful).
lOa. What are your main reasons for your assessment of the project's level of uuxs? (This question
was designed to obtain the importantfactors that when present or absent have a significant impact
on project success.)
lob. What, if anything, needs to be improved next time to make the project en

more successful?

(This question was designedto obtain the areasof improvement that need emphasis in order to
acheive project success.)
14. Rating of the overall level of effort expended on pre-project plannig on a scale of I to 5 (1

representig very low and 5 representing very high).

14a. What are your main reasons for your assessment of the level of effort expended on pre-project
planning? (This question was designedto obtain importantfactors requiredfor successful preprojectplanning.)
14b. What concerning pr-prowjct plannng effort needs to be improved nexto me? (This question
was designed to obtin the areasofpre-projectplanning the requiremore emphasis.)
(Owner) indicates an owner company name that was deleted
(Contractor) indicates a contractor company name that was deleted

Pool
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -Every milestone set up in P3 met or exceeded
-Training program implemente; personnel highly motivated; team concept carried through
operation; corporate personnel involved
10b. -No
14. 4
14a. -P3 done smarter, worked smarter not longer or harder, past mistakes examined prior to
planning, environmental objectives identified early
-Training program implemented; personnel motivated; teams formed for operation; corporate
personnel involved
14b. -Tight time schedule

III
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PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -Planned very well the execution of project transition to operating went per plan, start-up

phase relatively short
10b. -DE
ing firm selected did not work in depth enough with owner's representatives
-No partnering with design firms
14. 5
14a. -Full year spent on pre-project planning; land search extensive; technology tried at another
plant first-prototype used
14b. -Transition between engeering and construction
-Few key people started the project and remained until the end of start-up phase
-Key reason for project success
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -Goals: Create participative work envronment-achieved; team member approach to
problems; five times more successu on product production at one quarter waste
10b. -Spare parts and service issue; equipment providers should be made to deliver
14. 5
14a- -Alternatives explored thoroughly
14b. -Identify start-up and plant manager earlier, key: identification of people
-Team selection: technical knowledge and people skills
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 5
IOLa -Under budget; ahead of schedule; quick start-up; operation goals exceeded
10b. -Plan for new products difficult; balance between flexibility and reality hard
14. 5
14a. -Due to dollar amount of project, formal documentation was required, P3 effort organized well
-Market driven project
14b. -Most difficult part was bounding the scope
-New product development at the same time as engineering for project
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5

loa. -Planning wry thorough; project team stayed together
lob. -Commnuication problems with corporate members

-Matrix organization
-Team obJectives not always understood by all
-Due to dollar amount, project required Board of Advisors input; not always easy to get
14. 5
14a. -Product evaluation thorough

-Scope well defined; schedule stayed on line; 18 months P3
14b. -No comment
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -Start-up six weeks ahead of schedule
-Operator training extensive; operation personnel involved early on
10b. -No comment
14. 4
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14a. -No comment
14b. -Sales and marketing forecast could be more accurate
PROJECT MANAGER & OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -Met budget, project underfunded by 1-2 million
-Delays in project schedule beyond project control; delay in acquiring right-of-ways; upgraded
existing technology
10b. -Start-up did not go well because of one piece of equipment; new technology
14. 4
14a. -Execution plan carried out
14b. -Draw in additional resources; planned in secrecy

P004
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 5
lOa. -Main reason was plant experments (and/or experimental testing)(pilot projects); ran pilot unit
tests on several sophisticated units. Also, had a test on a flaking unit in Germany; did pilot unit test
in Germany; considerable design work demonstrated through pilot units
-Second reason is assignment of experienced people to a project: (owner) assigns a division
representative(overall coordinator) to interface between (owner) and the contractor and operations;
this division representative is considered a key selection; for example, the skills of the person are
considered in selection; for this project, a mechanical engineer (experienced and talented) was
selected over a chemical engineer because of the nature of the sophisticted mechanical work,
division representative is instrumental to success
-Also, assigned an experienced line manager (15-20 years running a plant); must have
experienced operations person on the project team; thus, key people were experienced mechanical
engineer and operations person
-This was a conscious strategy up front: a) pilot test, b) experienced division repreentatve,
and c) experienced operations representative
10b. -This project went so well, there is nothing to change from my view point
14. 5
14a. -Described earlier with respect to pilot unit
-Basic unit testing done-very important from operations stand point; the key fundamental units
tested; Detailed engineering was done after project authorized
14b. -Project went so well and we're super satisfied
-Top line management responsibility-P3 adequate, on time, within budget, and good product
-Very conscious effort not to take anything for granted; Because this was a new process
technology-more emphasis
-Customers didn't like previous technology because glycol caked; customers wanted freeflowing glycol so product worked well for customer
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 4
l0a. -Customer was pleased with project; result was it brought them into range of main competition
lob. -Est•niating; better equipment prices need to be established; this is why all available overrun
was used up
14. 3
14a. -I was in on all of the P3
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-Disagreed with some things that went on, but the company approach was adhered to because
you cant get project approved without using company approach
14b. -Their needs to be a more practical approach for how to build rather than emphasis exactly on
what it is trying to do
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 5
l0a. -Met cost control, product quality, schedule and start-up date-big 3
-Also, well designed environmentally
10b. -Reach plant capacity sooner-took a while to reach because limited by purchased equipment;
did not perform to specifications
-Better provisions for routine maintenance
14. 5
14a. -Performed multiple equipment tests to prove technology including several trips overseas
-Multiple product were done for customer suitability
14b. -Better cost estimation for entire project-infrastructure that goes on before equipment (e.g.,

underground equipment)
lOOB
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 1
10a. -Unit was built, meets all specifications (environmental, product specifications, quality, etc.),
but over cost by 200 million and over one year late, thus not overall successful; major financial
problem for (owner)
lOb. -Took a huge risk committing to project with far too little front end engineering
-Very poor estimate of cost; estimate kept changing; everybody believed would cost less than
it did
-Contractor was terrible; cannot take risk again with contractor's estimates
-Have done some P3 analysis; we have pledged to doing a lot more P3 engineering and better

cost estimating
-Committed to more detailed engineering not just process, but more mechanics
14. 1
14a. -Neither (owner) nor contractors (construction or design) had any idea of scope of project (i.e.,
missed concrete estimate by 750/%manpower estimate off by 100%)
-This is related to lack of effort up front
-Unit's purpose done accurately, but not enough homework done to figure out how to produce
the unit in terms of cost and construction
-Bottom line: we know how not to do it
-Project was driven by time window
-Construction over a year late but contracts written for ethylene sales were still good;
thereore, profit made, however we have 200 million of debt from project to deal with
14b. -Do more up front engineering (process and mechanical) and detailed cost estimating
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -We conducted a benchmarking (BM) study with outside company; BM with similar plants
constructed and nor 'ized; and we came in significantly lower in cost and schedule
-Also, we had a very successful start-up; operators said this was most successful start-up in the
history of olefins industry; this size project normally has a much longer start-up period
-Not a five, because of cost/schedule overruns; in the end, when ;ompared to other projects, it
looked good
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-Poor front-end loading-management/business driven
lOb. -Better front-end loading
14. 1
14a. -Insufficient time was allocated to develop sound premises and definition; we had a tume crunch
due to market window of opportunity; the project involved outside financing that influenced time
crunch
-Project was schedule-driven for business reasons
14b. -Simply allow time to do betterjob; we knew what had to be done, just needed more time
-We didn't follow our format for P3 because of time; we are defining our P3 format;
management must have discipline to give us enough time
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 5
1Oa. -Fast start-up
-Very successful on stream and high production first year
-Very good return on investment for first year project; also, for any project

lob. -Better cost estimating
-Better contractor control of labor, better project control of contractor by (owner)
-We should have built a plastic model; 31) CAD was a failure(mi*lions of dollars in piping
changes); also lived with many operator access problems that were too expensive to change after built
14. 2
14a. -Authorization was made when definition was very poor, did not follow (owner)own rules;
initial economics, then authorization of expenditure for design, the P & IDS, and then authorization
-Tended to be an orphaned project; once project was authorized by corporate engineering, they
washed their hands of the project hoping contractor would do their thing-, poor leadership from
corporate management
-(Owner) did not have in-house people to execute this size project; project manager not very
capable-did not have support of (owner) instead trusted (contractor)and (contractor)to do their
things; every key member on project team (project engineer, CM, everyone!) had to come out of
retirement to do project; thus, people not very motivated, some very antagonistic and others went
with the flow, not making waves;
14b. -Needs to be more thorough P3 and better project definition; e.g., no off-site requirements
defined until project half built

Polo
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 2
10a. -Probably would not have authorized the project had we a better estimate of total cost; had to
redefine the scope of the project to bring down cost-took some things out; significant start-up costs
l0b. -Appears to be a number of changes in key personnel; lack of project accountability from the
owner's side; no total recall on the issue
14. 4
14a. -All disciplines represented, lots of attention paid to items, met regularly; very thorough on all
alternatives and estimates; problems in execution phase: had a blown estimate; estimate flawed by
data used; lower productivity not expected
14b. -Can always improve; estimating techniques need work no matter how well scope defined;

quality of estimating needs improvement
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 2
10a. -The major failure was budgetary-50% overrun; this was counterbalanced by successful
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operation of facility

-Overwhelmed by the financial failure; most people view the project a failure
10b. -On budget, need to make a realistic cost estimate in planning stages; it was known that a
target budget had to be met, so planners were under pressure to not estimate over that target-bad
teclhnie; bring bad news in early rather than later
14. 4
14a. -This project was one where a multifunction team was put together: research, operations,
corporation engineer; 6-8 people full time; extensive effort for developing scope of project and
developing alternative; however, team not very experienced; some cases first time
assigned to project; individuals had few years experience
14b. -More rigorous development of scope; ensure that all areas that need to be developed are better
developed-Structured fonriat/or checklist
-Better communications and understanding to and from upper management so they understand
the implications of whats developed
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 4
lOa- -Quality of product very high
-Transition went well
-However, overall the project cost much more than expected; the price went up every 6 months
during the execution of project
10b. -Better and early definition of costs; biggest piece was problems with estimating, i.e., labor
especially
-Abominable quality on electrical and instumentation-poor supervision; this is where quality
was a problem; everything else was good
14. 4
14a. -Somehow we missed the mark on estimating-don't really know how, we never had an estimate
that was real
-We tied profit sharing for construction people, but was not administered well
-This project was caught in the middle of hying to standardize company-wide control system;
took a long time to get a decision on proposed control system
14b. -Make sure corporate standardization efforts are nailed down early
-Estmatmg needs to be improved for next time
Poll
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 3
lOa. -Blew schedule and budget; required a lot more resources than originally scheduled
-Project was not originally designed for the safer alternatives
-Too many risks taken; had huge overruns
lOb. -Better and earlier communications between operators and designers; lots of problems could
have been avoided; more communication is necessary between all parties
14. 5
14a. -By definition, we did a lot of P3; lots of time spent and full up testing of technology was done;
as a result of the time spent in P3, this project fell a year behind schedule; I believe we had overkill
in the area of P3; for example in the technology evaluation, we knew about all the proven
technologies, yet we still tested everyone of them, too much testing
-Too much effort on P3 as opposed to detailed design
14b. -Tighten up the objectives and have more rigorous control over P3 schedule; take more risk
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considering technology that we already knew worked instead of testing everything to near perfect

performance results
-Don't sacrifice engineering and detailed design for lots more testing; we fell way behind
schedule, and we're still fixing problems today
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 3
10a. -We did not meet the scheduled in-service, had cost overruns, and commissioning difficulties
-One problem was that the operations organization never wanted this project and were never
fully committed to it; it was a head office decision and people at the plant did not agree with it so
there was no buy-in
-We committed to this project far too early, and there was little time for any good planning
l0b. -Needed to do more P3; project was schedule driven and we didn't have any time for good

planning
14. 2
14a. -Insufficient time and budget for P3; schedule driven project
-Not enough resources committed to the project; project was undertaken when manpower was
stretched very thin
14b. -Need unore P3; more time and resources need to be committed
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 3
10a. -Initial goalsload requirements) did not meet station needs; initial planning team did not have

the right specs to plan by
10b. -If target dates were realistically set, we could allow more time for planning and execution;
didn't have enough time to get information required for project; end date should not be the
controlling factor for the project
-Not enough time for testing technology
14. 5
14a. -Team was limited by time, but lots of effort was put into P3 and meeting the end date;
however, just not enough time to do thorough evaluation of alternatives and get all the information
needed
14b. -Realistic time table and keep the same team consistent, communication between major parties
needs to be better

P013
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 4
lOa. -Project well executed
lob. -Better development of technology before implementation
14. 4
14a. -Customer requirements well defined; equipment definition conceptually designed
14b. -Technology assessment; company took a chance on unproved technology
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 4
lO -Three construction superintendent changeovers in eight months; two project engineer change
overs
-Conflict in goals between project manager and operations: lowball price vs. safety and
reliability
-Big punchlist; lots of little jobs undone
lOb. -Conflict between project managers and project engineers could be solved if project engineers
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could be made to operate plant
-Continuity of project personnel and more staffing
14. 4
14a. -We had a plan because the plant was an exact duplicate of previous plant
14b. -Realize that you can't duplicate everything; must be flexible

-More teamwork; cut through barriers with teamwork, we are doing more of this now

BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 4
lOa. -Well designed and built unit
-Main dissatiifaction was cost overrm
10b. -Pre-project cost estimate low, input at pre-project planning stage low
14. 3
14a. -Used (owner) Process Technology; corporation personnel thought they understood plant
personnels needs; After project started found out differently

14b. -More preliminary design; flow sheets 50-60% of preliminary design; get input from plant
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 4
10a. 410,000,000 under industry average
-Difficult client; management involved-contributed to difculties because of lack of decision

making
-Held up by customer

-Company was going through etreme turnover
-PM grossly overloaded
lOb. -Front end work; $160,000 available; 3 months to define project; need more responsive client;
micromanagement of project a problem
14. 1
14a. -Lack of funds; lack of time; common of (owner) at this point
14b. -No project concept to start with;
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 4
lOa. -High degree of P3 involving the end customer in the beginning and throughout execution of the

project
lob. -Overran original approved estimate; not enough detailed design work done; when we got into
the project and looked at all the issues, mainly environmental, we overran the budget
14. 4
14a. -I was not involved in P3
14b. -More detailed design and more dfdm,•ivu of design before approval
-It is common practice to include pt.-cie from operations in the project; I was not involved in
this one

P017
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 4
l0a. -Got additional capacity we were looking for, project was an improved duplicate of an existing
unit; not a breakthrough project
lob. -Bettr understanding of how all different units fit together, we were not aware in advance of
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what the new set of constraints would be when the new integrated unit was put into operation
14. 4
14a. -Work unit in place was already in place for a previous reactor, that was a source of
information and established standard
14b. -No
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -Project met goals on schedule and budget
-This project was a copy job; that contributed to success
-Project had one technical problem to overcome and with a concerted effort this was overcome
10b. -Area to improve is planning for engineering resources: (project engineers, process control and
process engineers), project took place during a very busy period-Ipele stretched thin
-This project taught us, along with CII and Business Round Table studies, that we need better
safety awareness; we started after this project to set safety goals and select contractors based more on

safety performance
14. 4
14a. -Compared to other projects, this had more than average time put into but not as much as
others; copy job-lots of same team from previous project; even with that-lots of effort went into P3
14b. -Project execution strategy was not cnsidered much; labor market and resource availability for
example was not considered adequately and should have been since it became a problem
-Also, we should look more in the area of project controls
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -The start-up and product quality was there at very beginning; execution on time, high product

quality
-Person from plan involved in design effort, then came back to be in charge of start-up
10b. -Proper selection of materials; we didn't do a good job evaluating and selecting materials
14. 4
14a. -Goes back to developing sales plan; business goals very well defined; lots of time on

developing business goals
-Team formed for estimating and that went smootW, resources available
14b. -In general, we don't look at alternatives well enough; not enough evaluation of different
methods; in this case, business team dictated what was to be used

Pole
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -Done under budget, ahead of schedule, started up and ran as designed; little rework of

anything
l0b. -Get scope changes done before signing contract; project was authorized; after proceed order
was given, it was shelved for 15 months; after 15 months, we looked it over again and made 90
changes after contract signed; so lots of scope changes
14. 4
14a. -Very detailed bid book put together, however, in 15 months shelf time, other projects were
done at the site that impacted this project and caused us to make changes
-Very well defined scope before shelved for 15 months
14b. -Don't know
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BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 2
l•a. -Economic forecast was made at a time when product was needed and prices were high; when
plant was completed market conditions had changed drastically
-Asia plants opened eliminating a lot of export opportunities

-Project has been a success technologically
l0b. -Authorize projedt earlier in business cycle
-Chemical plant- new technology, significant learning curve; some equipment problems
14. 5
14a. -High skill level, multidisciplind team; CPM scheduling techniques used for P3 effort
14b. -Main thing centers around marketing
-Market analyst transferred during P3 effort by (owner) executives; field marketing group
downsized at the same time they wer increasing plant production
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 1
10a. -Business standpoint, market overseas dried up; supply has much exceeded demand
10b. -Risk assessment (business) should be more thorough
-Foreca vety favorable during good times
14. 4
14a. -Key people worked well together
l4b. -Marketing and business strategy needed to be more thorough

"20~

BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -Overall cost was roughly half of what similar projects had been done for, results of going with
local resources (which was risky, and not usually done); accelerated the project by one year ovr what
similar facilities take; new type technology used that was risky (local resources), but paid off with
high product reliability, best of its kind facility-, we did lots of field testing and convinced ourselves
this was feasible technology;, willing to take risk in-house that paid off
l0b. -Glitch in permit process; Clean Air Act changing; if this could have been forecasted, would
have saved some money, but instead we had to go back a year later and do a little more work;

environmental regulations (permitting) always a big problem; newr clear cut (gray areas);
pain in neck; in future, more in-house personnel could be used since cheaper and talented; could not
do the same project again because no in-house assets; we are creating an alliance with a major
contractor that well do work for us
14. 4
14a. -Most projects of this nature don't consider operating costs, just cost estimates of project; no
maintenance and long term outlook; we looked at project cost for total life-cycle; in fact, the option
we chose cost more to build because we looked at operations and maintenance costs as well as all
costs
14b. -Have never regretted anything out of this project; perhaps some more emphasis on
environmental and regulatory requirements earlier so we had more detailed information up front
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5
lOa. -Operators very happy with product; very easy to operate
-Good communication between construction crews and design team; we had some surprises and
were rushed a bit; worked well to have crews and designers working together
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-Start-up very smooth; best they had seen in a while
lob. -One key person left the project and this caused lots of disruption (lead electrical designer)
14. 4
14a. -Great deal of effort for evaluating alternatives, developing estimates, and schedl s
14b. -Problem was scope grew because we did not evaluate the as-built electrical synem in existing

plant

-We waited on funding from co-owners of oil fields; made us rush; if we had funding sooner,
we could have started design earlier
-P3: process engineer group evaluates technology then if approval of conceptual work is given.
then a project manager is assigned
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 5
lOa. -Main reaon: engineering and construction worked well with operations-good relationship up
frtnt
-We visited many other facilities to evaluate tecimology, talked to manufacturers and looked at

their quality control
-Did not sin1e source; able to get close to one million savings on bids for hydro cyclones
-Visit to North Sea platform that had similar operation in place was very beneficial; we learned
how to reduce maintena
and operations time and costs; this reduced life cycle costs along with
construction costs
lob. -Two phase: hydro cyclone and vapor recovery, we had engineer personnel changes in the
middle of the two phases that we didn't like; we got good personnel in there, but we lost some

continuity

-Vapor recover: mintennce-noise concerns for operations; we wanted a silencer-had to
press the issue to get it put in
14. 5
14a. -Main reason-we tested new technology that had not been used on the North Slope before;
hydro cyclones for example; good evaluation of this technology before we cnmmitted to it
-No problems with unit since we put it on line
-Engineering and construction and operations worked together, made project very succesfexcellent teamwork
14b. -We should do teamwork like we did on this project on all projects; we don't usually get along
so well

-Problems with taining-.change of personnel; the trainers were changed and that caused some
disruption

BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 4
lOa. -I feel that we did not have the teamwork that we could have had; we had a teamwork problem
and education people problem; this kept us from identifying the design/technical problems of the
valves plugging up; better teamwork would have helped earlier identification of technical problems
lob. -Teamwork has been getting attention in the business and project organization for the company
-Ease of operation-new rotary valves used that kept plugging up; thus, we weren't meeting our
capacity objectives and we didn't identify this early on, it took us too much time to figure this out
14. 4
"14a. -We had a very detailed scope defined with a lot of exposure to each of the concepts to review
and critique before approval; once technology was defined, we did a lot of deailed design before
authorization
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14b. -I feltP3 wasgood; Any changes would be more incremental than step change
-You can always do better

PROJECT MANAGER
10. 4
lOa. -Met all the sponsors objectives: under budget and was able to cut schedule by two months
-Producing all products to the highest quality ever achieved
-Project controls were good; firs estimate done (forecast, during detailed design) was within
2% of actual end price; thus we were able to free capital for other projects
-Excellent commumications-no surprises
-Exceeded emissions goals on environmental; doubled reductions
lOb. -Biggest thing was evey
went great until start-up; start-up was almost taken for granted;
this was similar to other jobs, but some differences; thus, some money was taken from budget for
staff and operator training; did not get operator buy-in; this hurt us
-Type of product where one upset caused the whole line to shut down for a fidl day
14. 4

14a. -In development of scope and excution-very negligible changes
-Planning team d&veloped a good plan inially, very strict window for project; able to meet

without additional cost (means good planning)
-Senior piping people were taken away becau of an incident at another plant; therefre, leas
experienced people working on piping design gave us some problems, but we had a plan and took
Corrective action early and met all objectives-at no additional cost and no increased man-hours
-(Owner) has recognized that the people on the P3 team may have never executed a project-

sometimes they don't understand repercussions of some things when dealin with project

management, thats why people didn't work well together, once consistent direction was given, it
was very easy for the project team-no mixed signals; must have consistency from
management; once machim gets going it is hard to turn on a dime
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 4
lOa. -Good cooperation between project team, enginecring and consUtrction group

-Mimmal scope changes
-On site engineering available during construction phase to address issues
lOb. -Was not a smooth transfer between construction and operations because no good operator

trainingprogram put together
-Construction schedule compressed from 15 to 10 weeks; therefore, we didn't have enough time
to review drawings, thus, more field chang; thens changes could have been eliminated with more

thorough review
-Explosion at another plant took away a lot of engineer staff from this project that left a gap;
caused us some disruption; compressed schedule wouldn't have been so bad, but coupled with this it
made situation worse
14. 5
14a. -First time we actually had engineers (from partnership with (contractor))close by in Houston
where the project was; P3 was facilitated because we met weekly with everyone; in the past engineer
not as available because he came from our technical center in Charleston; we only met monthly
before, on other projects; we worked on this project more closely and frequently;, one drawback
(minor) with partnership is that twice as many people are overseeing everything ((contractor)and
(owner)); this was more than offset by the advantage of face-to-face interaction on a weekly basis
-I had worked together with PM before, and we worked well together
14b. -P3 might not be changed that much
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BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 2
1Oa. -Capital expnditures and construction activities went fairly well, but
-Ease of operation and maintaining quality specs caused many problems
lOb. -Wish we had done much greater research on chemical process for the sum of dollars we were
expended;
experiments done, but we got bit by the dumb ass
-We were so anxious that overall schedule became target-not enough testing
14. 4
14a. -Project of the size and dollar amount-looked at many alternatives
-Good job assessing what we need up-front
-Economics of oil went bad at time we were building, but there was enough flexibility planned
iMo account for market and price sensitive chan ; able to easily adjust outcome
14b. -Recent project we didn't have a strict hierarchy-we had a pie chart for organization-everyone
involved up-font: safety• PM, construction contractor, engineer design; everyone was a function
manager, established a P3 plan project execution incentiv sharing plan-distribute savings to
workers and saty awards; Excellent mcentive plan up-front (partnering); lots of unique things;
finished oe month ahead of schedule
-Include construction contractor and engineer contractor up-front on team-key to sucss;
also, treat them as they are integral-no standard hierarchy, hire for e
ti.se and trust them; treat
them well/trust them; did this recently-two contractors had to get along
-Set a mission, plan, goal, make consensus decisions really helped; treat everyone as equal;
really proud of recent project; established benchmarkig from this project: safety incentive program,
worker incentive programs; no set breaks on project; one time-keeper, one secretary, one trailer for
eveoyone-great ommunication
-Workers Could take up gripes with any one team
-No graffiti in portopoties
-People treated as people not workers
-Issued team effectiveness survey-before disbanded
-Everyone had same hard hat-with logo
-Foreman story: foreman found a backhoe rental cheaper than the one his company was
providing him; so he called company and sent back his backhoe rented the cheaper one
P23
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 4
lOa. -Close to cost; ahead of schedule; right output/right specifications; no safety problems
10b. -Minor criticism rude shock when we got initial detailed estimate from contractor, in-house
estimate was 15% lower-, have taken some steps to improve estimating process
-In effort to keep conWactor staffed (5 year partnership), probably went to them a month or two
earlier than we usually do; this wasted money; went to them with lower level of definition than
desired; would like to go to contractor with more detailed definition;
14. 4
14a. -Had scope that was well defined when we went to appropriation-20% detailed design done; lot
further down stream than normal; contractor used a very detailed estimating technique
14b. -Probably need to ensure that before we go to contractor we have a higher level of definition
than we had; this will make things much smoother, we had a big delay in engineering after the first
detailed estimate came out which was much higher (1s-20o) than we exected; we took two months
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to haggle over where to cut; detailed engineering had to stop until cost was back in line; the reason
is we didn't give the contractor enough definition, so esumate was high
-Also, conflict of interest that resulted from partnership with contractor, their estiate is what
ends up going into project for authorization; we felt it was high and perhaps a conflict since they are
the ones building the project as well
-Engineering effort was 36% of project cost-normally 25-30% was normal; some of this has to
do with conflict of interest; project team (owner) didn't agree with contractor forecast
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -Capacity objectives met
-Ahead of schedul
"-Operability and maintainability good
-Downside, from business standpoint market growth for the product has not materializeddownturn in chemical industry, can't shift to another product
10b. -Painful to get a commissioning schedule that was reasonable enough to get operations on-line;
Pushed the engineer contractor too much; we needed to negotiate for more time; finally, we
convinced engineer and contractor to give us three months ommisioning- contractor wanted
to work right up to the MC date so each system was piecemealed over the three month period; this
helped with successful start-up
-Marke forecast

14. 3
14a. -Evaluation of alternatives, technology, etc. all took about one year, when funding obtained
project ready for detailed design, had enough time
14b. -We had a shift of project members between P3 and execution phase that was very disruptive
when execution started, project enginer changeover as well as other engineer staff members; this
was disruptive; need to stay the same for continuity, major effort on my part to bring them up to

speed

-More R & D support for evaluating technology alternatives
IP24
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 4
loa. -Objectives of the project were to improve product consistency, improve quality, and a modest
capacity increase
-Project did not originally work LAW objectives; much longer than normal start-up; lots of
problems converting manual procedures to computer controlled; took over one year after mechanical
completion to get on-line; originally, we had a capacity decrease; problems with hardware and
software--most Complex system that this technology has ever been used for, some things we wanted it
to do exceeded the control systems capability; hardware and software were improved-we learned a
lot, so did the mamufacturer of the system
10b. -We needed to do more design and engineering work around how we translae manual
procedures to computer coding-lots of up front engineering required
14. 3
14a. -We normally do a lot of P3; I feel it would have been hard to avoid the problems we had by
doing anything different in P3
14b. -With this type of project, we need to learn to spend a lot more effort on translation from
manual to computer code; this is an intensive effort that takes a lot of work
-We have, since this project, improved internal PM skills and our conceptual evaluation sklls
for this type of project
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PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5
l0a. -Basically, achieved sponsors objective of replacing existing outdated controls to modern ones;
resulted in increased on-stream time and more facilities for staff
-Done in cost effective manner and met schedule objectives; more important to minimize
shutdown time-achieved
10b. -Turnover of the production representatives created some diJculty and some resource limitation
(process people not fully available); initial funding approval delayed; took longer than expected to
get approvals (3 month delay); business considerations caused some disruptions to enguneng
process
14. 4
14a. -The primary technology looked at and extensive studies done to select best control systems
available; that was used as a basis for deciding scopes; thereore, very well defined scopes
14b, -I think there is a lack of direction from upper management as far as what the business
directives and objectives really are; we don't get a clear direction of where we want to go; as a result,
middle management ends up doing it, but then their objectives don't mesh with upper mnagent;
we spend a lot of time planning projects that have no chance of approval when we get to authorization
phase; mainly, due to lack of communication of objectives and strategic directions for business
areas; if corporate objectives were better communicated and clear, we would save lots of taue
planning and stand a better chance of approval for projects at authorization time
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 4
0Oa. -Unfavorable-programming provided to us (new control system technology); we had no inhouse exPert: we jumped into new technology with no experience; for 2-3 years now, afler
mechanical completion, we have spent a lot of time working out the bugs
-On plus side-good cooperation between operations and construction to minimize downtime
-Good effort to ensure openmrquenconsistent mmunications: weekly meetings very helpful
in resolving issues
10b. -Identify where in-house expertise doesn't exist-initial projects are the learning curve; in order
to keep costs down, we didn't want to pay vendor to do programming; we tried to do it in-house
14. 4
14a. -Due to dollar size of project and no clear concrete ROC calculations; lots of homework was
done to justify this project
14b. -Detailed scope could be better-lots of minute details get lost in weeds
-Alternative technologies-lots of time and effort put into looking at other companys and how
technology works
P25
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 3
10a. -Cost was significantly higher than projected
-Positive side-these are developmental products-over the long haul this will be very positive
for us; short term-project left a bad taste for everyone
lob. -Firmer definition of what we need before starting the project; we need to (lesson learned) have
a better idea of scope; sponsor's objectives were not very thorough; we need to look at all areas for
scope (maintenance, etc.); we didn't plan for certain areas and cost us more later, we surprised
people with the real cost when we planned for everything
14. 1
14a. -Two goals of project-only one weil defined- other not defined at all because we decided not to
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prue it; but later in excution phase, it became a major objective; reason for this refocus was
mam e changed their mind midstream after project authorized and we had to reauthorze
14b. -More organized method; enough time to do it right
-We are trying to change the mte:nd of authorization so that it is more defined especially in
area of risk, what investment can we tolerate?
-Commnicaions ensuring that upper management understand the implications of changes,
too easy to say yes; what will change cast-management needs to understand this
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 4
lOa. -Cost was high (very developmental): lots of rework and lots of wasted work due to changes in
scope; devastating cost impact due to poor scope(factor of 3)
-Good execution in spite of changes; team worked well together, made it mor successful
lob. -The scope needs to be finalized at an appropriate time
14. 2
14a. -Based on known technology-a couple of parts were just copying other projects; the other parts
were virtually new technology
14b. -Important point-stay with original scope; management knew what they wanted; dont let cost
authorizations drive the project; project was dictated by authorized amount; ended up having to pay
more anyway; figure out what it costs first
-Scope of the job was well understood for business needs, but the estimates were very poor,
scope so poorly defined; scope totally changed the job; we ended up adding a lot and taking some
away, so, essentially went through whole P3 process a second time; we had already done a lot of
design work
-Project team worked wen together
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 4
lOa. -Problems in early design phase; technology not well defined; once this got worked out;
project team worked well together, construction well executed even though done in an operating unit;
start-up went very well--on schedule
10b. -Biggest thing--Clearly defined technology before beginming design phase
14. 4
14a. -1was part of P3 and aware of effort that went into the market studies, site selection; fairly big
effort
14b. -We had commitment to execute the project before technology figured out; we started engineer
and design before technology figured; we had to change horses mid-stream; we had to redesign
many facilities; if we had a clear idea of technology of the project up-front it would
have been an extmely successful undertaking
P026
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -The program that this was a part of was the most successful we ever executed
-Partnering relationship with suppliers was excellent; partnering with EPC contractor was
excellent; good relations with subcontractors; competent people; ecllent scope; philosophyeveryone wins; e.g., recovery supplier had some labor problems; was 3 months behind with 12
months to start-up; teamwork solved the problems
-One success has been our partering meetings senior executives (VPs and presidents) at
monthly meetings; all companies represented; all issues on the table; impact of all problems
discussed; small problems addressed before they became big ones
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-Big emphasis on safty, management truly committed to safety, work force performed better
1Ob. -One big problem from EPC supplier, they had an internal contracts that were all fted price
contracts; he was always battling change orders; internal conflicts within his organization made
things difficult
-Strategy should have been cost reimbursable to suppliers
14. 5
14a. -More people and time involved in scoping and planning the recovery island than ever,
operators, consulting, etc.
-Recognizing this was going to be an EPC contract we made all the decisions up front so
smaller details are worked out; typically, we do cost reimbursement so details arent as worked out
14b. -Truly understanding marketing aspects more; we dont do a good job looking at the end
product with relation to marketing, we start a project before really understanding market and
business
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -Producing what it is supposed to, availability is there; met or exceeded all orginal objectives
-Design flaws (metallurgical) caused us some renovation/fixing modifications
-Project requires more maintenance as a result of design flaws
lob. -More engineering up-front and benchmarking (looking at other projects)
14. 4
14a. -Project was succesfid, came in at cost; performed at 95% of expectations
-Major issues that have come up were resolved
14b. -More up-front time; need to benchmark more in critical areas; look at other similar projects
P028
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 4
iOa. -The design, construction, and start-up were all within budget and schedule; we did spend some
extra money on some things we did not plan for
10b. -More complete buy-in on the front end of all project participants: engineeing business,
operations, etc.
-Could have used two more months of schedule
14. 4
14a. -There was the right quality and types of people involved and good effort; good team work
toward common objectives
-Developed internal objectives: committed ourselves to doing things right
14b. -Proper setting of goals and objectives and getting buy-in
-Selling what you came up with to all levels of the company, whether it be an operator or
chairman of the board
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 5
1Oa. -Was not new technology-copy and improved existing plant
-Lots of input from people from existing facility
lOb. -Initial work must be planned better, construction and start-up went well
-Loss of continuity at the beginning due to turnover of lots of people, mainly on process-end,

was painful

-Better process engineering supervision-all homework wasn't done especially on environmental
requirements; we had to install a new scrubber after start-up
14. 3
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14a. -Mainly, goes back to way we were organized in the beginning; no leadership from process
engineer standpoint; we changed people a lot
14b. -Must start with same people, keep them on board; must have leadership; people have to be
indoctrinated to corporate engineering; people have to know roles, responsibility and their
requirements; overall, the process engineering could have been improved
P029
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. -Unknown, not involved after P3
10a. -No comment
10b. -No comment
14. 4
14a. -The P3 efforts were limited by time frames; 80% solution was achieved; sometimes it may be
appropriate to expand P3 time frame to achieve more detail
14b. -Adequate time to assemble team, define goaL, and evaluate alternatives
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 4
lOa. -New technology was used and we have lots of problems with it, cuirently completing another
job to fix it; the technology selected was cost-effective; saved $30 million in capital cost, but a bitch
to operate
-Construction and design was good, but technology selection was not
l0b. -Better technology methods would have been best, but they cost a lot more
14. 4
14a. -Good job except for operating problems; difficult to operate; construction and design went
well; there were few if any changes; a one month delay on schedule had no impact
14b. -The change that we have made that has improved P3 is that we now assign a PM up fiont, and
give him a team to work with that includes all parties: construction, operations, etc.; team works
well (teamwork); participation of all component players is better, biggest thing is commumication
of all interfaces is better
-Today, we have a formal P3 method that involves all people and produces a project execution
plan; this is a vast improvement

P032
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -Because of change of strategy we never did test the project fully, we changed primaiy productone month after start-up
l0b. -Everything as far as scope was well defined-an expansion project
14. -Not involved in P3
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -Met budget/schedule/ financial success-did what it was supposed to do
lob. -No comment
14. 5
14a. -Evaluation of alternatives was very thorough

-Scope and estimate very detailed
-Had people committed to teamwork and defining process-R & D, construction, engineeringý
and operations all involved
-Operations team at plant were very competent and experienced personnel; lots of participation
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of operations people in constructability review-reduced field changes
-Used physical laboratory model of the reactor
14b. -1 use this project a a model project
OPERATION MANAGER
10. 5
lOa. -On time, on budget, minimal safety incidents

-People worked well together
-Start up was picture perfect
l0b. -No comment
14. 4
14a. -Did not have many people on project; overall, money spent on P3 work was low, the few
people that worked on it were very experienced
-Good experience on core team; built team early and had input from all project participants
-Took time to check technology with company technology experts; pooling these guys as a

technology pan- was helpful
-Also, we had a corporate engineering designer work with us during P3; he helped us to think
about rooting pipes, etc.; helped us make decisions during P3
14b. -Need quicker business decisions-some time lost on making decisions to commit money
-All in all, very successful-met timing and cost goals, and facility runs better than designed

P033
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -This project is the most successftl that I have been a customer of

-The production was badly needed; quality job that met schedule, and under budget
l0b. -An excellent benchmark to exceed
14. 5
14a. -Lot of time for P3
-Considerable amount on team building and TQM; real effort on these between owner,
contractor, and all organizations involved; this paid off
14b. -This was a bell weather project; we try to continually improve this methodology
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -Ran under budget $10 million, two months early, smoothest start-up ever, severe shortage of
acrylic acid, thus, completion two months early was a big benefit to the business
-Plant has been operating well and at full capacity since start-up
lOb. -Management of change: we didn't have to spend as much money as we did
-Interaction between owner and engineering contractor could have been bettr; engineer
contractor could have spent fewer hours on design
14. 5
14a. -Project team was put together at the P3 phase instead of during the detailed design phase; we
were able to do considerably higher level of P3 than done before on other projects; we even brought
the engineer contractor in at the beginning of the P3 process to help
14b. -More time should be spent selecting alternatives; there weren't a whole lot of alternatives to
look at
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 5
lOa. -Under budget, on schedule; very critical project; we committed to deliver a product and a
quality product was delivered to customers on time
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-Minimum conflict; very qualified people (experienced people) who knew their responsibilities;
very well defined project responsibilities
-Machinery operates very well and operators like it: easy to operate, very reliable, little
downtime
-End result-we are doing another project and the goal is to make it like this one
-Established good relationships with prime contractor, at the plant, we established a partnering
atmosphere that is still good today
10b. -Used some new technology that caused us some challenge, but don't know how we would do it
differently
14. 5
14a. -This project had a big effort to define what the priorities were and come up with detailed
definitions of quality parameters
-Extensive team building with the help of a consultant; we monitored the team process by
measuring how well we were doing and got back on track if we were off-track; used score cards to
see how team was performing; experienced people; excellent open atmosphere-good for input and
teamwork on all issues
-Brought resources from outside to look at our plan and give us an assessment
-This was a project that we had no experience in doing the things we wanted to; so we put a lot
of emphasis on planning and this was the first time we brought together all the disciplines early
(operations, contractor, consultant, R & D, engineering) and formed a good team
14b. No comment

*

P034

BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -It had a very corporate and public profile-the best resources available were put into it
-Started planning in 1972-very well defined scope
-Novel designs to achieve social benefits-single footing trans•s•sion tower, for example
-Initiated a bonus program for the public land owners and other programs to achieve
cooperation; offered a bonus for early access (5-10% of final settlement); achieved much better
cooperation of land owners in ROW; no protests or violence
10b. -More cost savings in some construction techniques; used lessons learned to reduce costs on
future lines
-One of the most successful projects I've been associated with
14. 5
14a. -In the last few years of planning, $40 million expended; went through lots of public hearings;
in preparation for those we had to do a lot of environmental assessment and engineering
-Had a very high profile for corporation; lots of planning and resources went to planng it
right; executives very involved-unlike other projects
14b. -In my experience this was the best I was involved with; the regulatory push and public profile
drove us to do a good job; all resources were made available; resources were not a problem; we
didn't try to cut costs on this one: high public profile (environmental-switch from coal burning to
nuclear); payoff-$I million per week savings
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -All objectives met; budget, schedule, planning
-Good planning
-Innovative design and management techniques: used new type of foundation-built some of
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prototypes before construction what we learned was put into final design; management: used good

scheduling and progress monitoring techniques
lob. -Very successful-nothing
14. 4
14a. -The success of the project reflects the amount of planning that went into it; results demonstrate
planning was good
14b. -One problem was many decisions were politically motivated rather than being business or
engineering evaluations of risk; political influence
-P3 cost: 15 years of planning and $30 minion was for extensive environmental studies; one
condition is that everyone affected ist be notified, then hearings are held; at the first hearing it
was ruled that proper notificationi - s not given-this caused a delay of several
years; we spent $30 million and 15 years on approval (government) process
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -Went into operations quickly and no major problems with operating the project
10b. -Nothing major I can see
14. 3
14a. -I felt more participation from different groups within organization could have been better
14b. -Earlier involvement of P3 team before approval phase-more in conceptual phase
-Initial approval was overturned by court case then years later after large environmental study,
we went for approval again

P035
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5

1Oa. -Capacity attainment greater than 100% and on stream performancgreater than expected,

market conditions were better than expected so it was extremely successful-eleven month payout
lob. -Engineering missed one of the primary priority choices: minimize downtime due to
construction; longer down time due to retofit tie-ins; this was not expected
-Problem was clear communication of project objectives to everyone; for example, down to
piping designers, to avoid downtime
14. 5
14a. -Number of participants from all the business areas: marketing plant operations, R & D, etc.;
participants were all top qualified and dedicated people; lots of experience on team, and team was
dedicated full-time to this project
14b. -We probably could look more at project execution planning; we didn't look at fixed price and
there might be an opportunity there
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -Bottom line-met objectives with respect to production and what we wanted to make;
coordination between production and construction went extremely well to minimize shut down time
and facilitate start-ups
lOb. -Some technical issues that weren't thought through as well as they could have been; more upfront work was required; some changes made that did not work out as well as expected, more
research needed to be done; we were in a time crunch and quick decisions had to be made; this could
have been avoided with better planning
-Cost: within budget
14. 4
14a. -Good work on definition of project, but not enough effort put into technology evaluation,
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mainly due to time crunc•i lots of planning went into execution
14b. -Good evaluations should be made men prior to P3 because of a limited amount of time in P3
and due to capital constraints; if you haven't already prepared technology evaluations, you don't have
enough time during P3 to do them
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -Delivered in a timely fashion; not exactly on schedule, but close

-At or below budget
-Fast-paced project, yet still provided quality project
-Since start-up, no problems

1Ob. -Nothing significant
14. 4
14a. -People involved in P3 were experienced and had already done four simila projects
14b. -Perhaps better define the customer's needs, or help him define his needs better
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 4
lOa. -Second of three modules; had experience with first one; same designers, but not same
contractorr, thus, since this was a copy job, we applied lessons learned
lOb. -More design time
-Construction taking place before design was complete, and we had to do rework because of this
-Environmental concerns pushed us into starting construction before design was complete
14. 3
14a. -No comment
14b. -(Owner)did not assign construction people or project managers until after P3 is complete;
construction people need to be involved from the beginning, we are starting to realize this and

involving construction people on future projects; we have very young engineers and they
could benefit from the construction input

P039
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 3
10a. -Economically, cost was way over, blew budget
-Technically, however, we accomplished the objectives of improving the quality of the station
lOb. -Pre-planing stage. We needed more detailed planning, we did not scope the project well.
-Financial controls need to be improved; we didn't track well; we were out of control
14. 5
14a. -We spent a lot of time and came up with what we thought was best; however, after approval,

we had to change everything because of an outside problem; our customer changed everything

14b. -We have to involve the outside organizations(customer) in P3 to the fullest extent possible;
and get commitment from them in P3
-We have to investigate site more thoroughly, in this case the building was in the seismic zone
and not seismically constructed, we found this out too late
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 3
10a.
-On budget, very successful
-Operations and maintenance, and construction was very successful
-Very confined site in the downtown area; this was a rehab job so we had to
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downtime; we could not do good soils tests; found differing site condition and had to
change foundations, thus cost a lot more
-We didn't foresee that we had to establish a temporary power source
l0b. -Do not let contract until design and soils test are complete-major mistake; however we were
pressed by customer to meet the in-service date; we had lots of changes as a result
14. 2
14a. -No P3 team looking at the project
-Squeezed by time limitations; we didn't talk enough to the operations people and didn't do
enough planning for outages
-No team approach to the project; very limited time; we were rushed because this station
provided power to some very important political customers
14b. -Not enough time and must have a team put together
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 2
10a. -The end product was very suitable; operators like the project; maintainability is very good
-However, designers designed in isolation; Design and planning was terrible; over budget by a
factor of three
-No communication or input from operators was allowed; no input from customer was allowed,
e.g., customer knew soil conditions but our engineers didn't listen to them
l0b. -We are working toward project teams so that everyone is accoumtable, responsible and has
minimi

input
P039

PROJECT MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -Involvement of local labor in construction
-Under budget, on schedule
-Client satisfaction with end product
l0b. -Delay field construction until more engineer and procurement complete; we started
construction at 50r%, design and procurement completion
-Construction staffing earlier, trouble getting CM on board at proper time; this hurt us

schedule-wise
14. 4

14a. -Lot of client involvement as far as quality and performance objectives were concerned
14b. -Area that was lacking was the experience of personnel; no experience on execution of new

construction; not experienced on grass roots projects

OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 5
lOa. -Under budget, on schedule, performing well
10b. -In efforts to reduce cost, material selection was for minimum quality, incorporate plant

experience
14. 4

14a. -No comment
14b. -Early in the game, get people on board that understand project management

P041
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -Done under budget (7%); no recordable accidents or lost times; we were able to do a lot of
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work on-site with our own forces; industry not able to provide components so we provided much of
them on our own
-First historical project where we inventoried and libraried components from the old power
house and put in storage for a museum; we had an industrial archeologist: very turned on
-Good community involvement; fund raisers tor local communities; good partnership with
Community
10b. -Better communication and coordination between state and federal regulatory agencies;
especially with environmental policies; we had some problems that better communications could
have avoided
-Lots of problems with in-house design; need more time for engineering and design before
construction began
14. 3
14a. -Evaluation was made and presented, but then shelved for three years because of management
philosophy and economic viability
-The project became viable because we were having problems with our nuclear power
availability
14b. -We dropped the ball on cultural heritage involvement; we didnt communicate the significance
of the value of the old instruments to construction people; educational process of cultural
heritage; building was on the natural register, had to use some slower techniques; delays
due to all the recording needed
-More emphasis on project control tracking cost and schedule; integrating the schedules of all
parties; had some confusion
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 3
10a. -Two major changes that aused problems with budget(25% increase) and schedule
-Some things were scoped very well, however we did a very poor job seoping the generators and
turbines; we were missiln the maintenance records for planning
-Otherwise met all objectives
lOb. -Goes back to plarnir, needed more tests on generators to know its true condition; same with
turbines; we didn't find out until late that we needed a lot more work on generators and turbines
14. 5
14a. -Very thorough economic analysis; weak point was the scheduling effort; we relied on data
from the maintenance organization for turbines and generators, which was very poor
-We spent a lot more time on this project; no restrictions, all the time and resources we needed
were given, overkall as far as effort; big budget and plenty of time; we don't ever get as much time
any more
14b. -Scheduling must be improved
-Not enough focus on team building at that time; now teams are formed and trained
-Not enough follow through by planners into dcsign and construction phase; planners dont stay
with the project and there is not enough communication back and forth
-Now, we don't even have the resources we used to have and couldn' do pre-project planning as
well; we have to contract for it
P042
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -Extremely difficult project because very new technology being installed in building; in
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addition, we had a time constraint of two years to completion, most buildings like this take three
years; we had lots of changes; however, we still occupied in 26 months and stayed within budget
-One thing that went well, we had a design competition, picked six design firms gave them
each $60 K to produce best design and then picked best firm and incorporated the best of other firms
design
-Client on site and good communications at all times (people who would occupy and operate;
good input from them during contuction for changes)
10b. -GC switched the Project Manager on us to someone we hadn't worked with before; new PM
spent too much time in off=ce and not on-site; we didn't have a good relationship with him; bottom
line-better job identfying appropriate GC and PM
-Schedule was too tight and budget was not adjusted to reflect shorter schedule; these
unrealistic requirements created an adversarial relationship between us and the client needed more
realic schedule and budget
14. 5
14a. -Lots of time put into it concept was around for 4-5 years before this lab was authorized
-Design competition was done before we actually had approval to go ahead with the project
-Worked very closely with designer, team effort the whole way: client, construction manager
(me) and designer, all experienced people who I worked with before
14b. -Not enough involvement, initially, with the actual occupants of facility (lab); planning was
done at high level by people that didn't know need of the lab scientists; eventually, fixed this by
getting them involved and made project more stccessful
-More care in selecting the contractor and his PM; the GCs PM was the one source of friction
P043
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 5
IOa. -Reliability of product (transfer substation)
-Many challenging problems overcome
-Good communication and openness of all parties
lOb. No comment
14. 4
14a. -Lots of it done, but could have been more defined
14b. -(Owner) is too autocratic and intimidating this some time hamper
on of
information; better communication-this is improving; listen to input
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -Transmission line was very critical to customers
-Utilized unneeded equipment from a nuclear station (surplus); this gave us a big cost savings
over buying new conventional equipment; we had to do some modifications, but I think it was
successful
10b. -Need more time for execution phase; ran into land acquisition problem that pushed
construction into winter months
-Better communications between different organizations
14. 3
14a. -At this time in our organizadon, we didn't do formal P3; we didn't follow a road map or have
a documented method
-Project manager not involved in P3; assigned to the project after authorization
14b. -We need to have documented guidelines for P3; need a road map to adhere to
-Need more up-to-date cost information to compare with estimates; and need beter material
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management methods
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 1
10a. -Tried to use rehabilitated equipment that was no good; everybody in planning was told that to
begin with; sub-station did not perform satisfactorily
-In the middle of planning to decommission the sub-station failure
lOb. -Use satisfactory equipment: tried to use stuff left over from a nuclear plant; old model-not
suitable for purpose used; no money saved at all
14. 2
14a. -Project was executed OK

-Let money override the quality factor, cost dictated quality
-Went for cheaper technology over quality
14b. -PM didn't listen to people in field; operations input rejected, especially on equipment

P044
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5
lOa. -Customer needed us to move and build a new power station while maintaining power to the
facility, we met all customer objectv

-Cooperation and communication was good
10b. -More individual dedication on the part of project participants: we put people from all

disciplines full time on this project in one location; hard to do for a utility, but this increased success
14. 5
14a. -Had periodic meetings of project team all the way through the project; we had more teamwork
and communication and improved a lot
14b. -More dedication of personnel fall time to the project people are carrying very heavy loads;
could do one project better if dedicated to it full time

P045
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -Exceeded schedule, in service on-time, cost within budget
10b. -Environmental controls need work, and we are improving in this area
14. 4
14a. -High priority project, with a large industrial customer moving into rate base; customer had a
schedule for in servic date and we wanted to meet it
-We have incentive to keep our good reputation concerning meeting customers in service time
14b. -Customer did not decide on his location for the sub-station when we started engineerin, this

could have caused us delays
-This was a pretty clean project; lots of concerted effort went into it
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -Slight problem with transformers; manufcturer had to help us fix problem
-Under budget and ready for service before in-service date
l0b. -Better quality material from vendors-this was our biggest problem
14. 4
14a -We have a different organization that plans, designs, and constructs; when this is completely
done, we test, accept, operate, and maintain
-Our opportunity for input comes during the planning, design, and construction stage; we get to
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make very little input
-From our standpoint things went well: I rate it a 4
14b. -Improve on ommuitions problems; even though we're not involved early on because of
confidentiality; I need to be consulted more because of my expenenc in operations: this would save
us a lot of heaches in construction and operations and maintenance
P047
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5
lOa. -The whole project was start-up driven, and start-up was done well; success to us was to be
measured on how well start-up was done; the construction/operations transition was critical; we
broke the project down into small pieces and start-up corresponded with the completion of these small
pieces; thus, when the project was complete, start-up as complete; also. there was no follow-up

engineeng required
-Under budget and schedule
-Capwity rating was upgraded by 10% aftr facility complete
-One key thing was we had the engineers from the existing plant come out to be -,A the
engineering design group, and remained on the project team through start-up; once the expansion
was complete they went back to work as plant engineers; we did the same thing with electronic
tchnicians; worked for the plan?; made available for construction and startup; then returned to plant
l0b. -Mechanical contracting-piping; more modlarization as part of initial planning; look for
better execution work methods, especially in area of pipe installation: perhaps smaller contracts or
better isome-rics
14. 4
14a. -Fact that the contractor and multiple engincering firms all participated in P3 made it very
successful; all involved in scope and estimates
-30 to 35% design complete in P3
-Behavioral characteristics of the people selected were unique and team oriented
-Out of this project came a manual for transition team training(for transition through the project
life cycle); bridges the gap between stages in the project life cycle
14b. -Team building: most significant, can never do too much
P048
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -Met schedule and product quality, met operating objectives
-Didn't meet budget
lob. -Cost 5% more than original estimate
-Pretty good from a general standpoint, could have used a better and earlier evaluation of total
length of time it takes to produce the project
14. 4
14a. -Experienced people on P3 team who stayed together for execution of job
-Good technology development plan to determine how to make product
14b. -Initial capacity estimates and actual estimates need to be closer together, disagreement on how
much actual project would cost
*

P049
BUSINESS MANAGER
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10. 5
10a. -Was on time since it was schedule driven; within budget and full environmental compliance
-Exceeded performance expectations as far as unit is concerned
lob. No comment
14. 5
14a. -Very through planning for a project of this magnitude
-We overplanned a little; there was nc sto:: left unturned
14b. -This project could have been studied a little less for decision making and could have saved
some money
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 4
lOa. -Cost wise- good; schedule- fair
10b. -Better knowledge of the customers real needs
14. 4
14a. -Message from customer was clear
14b. -No comment
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 4
lOa. -Well under budget; delays on materials
10b. -Material delivery ordered sooner so it's on time
14. -Not involved in P3
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 5
l0a. -Exceeded scheduled in-service date; under budget; rework at a minimum
lOb. -Improve equipment delivery, spare parts availability, technical information on equipment
14. 5
14a, -Extensive planning to minimize delays; minimal rework; functional checks revealed very few
problems
14b. -Initial communication between vendor and owner personnel
P096
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 3
lOa. -Quality was very good; schedule was met; budget was not met
10b. -Change over of staff, scope documentation
14. 1
14a. Omissions in scope
14b. -Plan was to use existing building; project was authorized on this basis; after design was begun
we found that equipment would not fit into existing building; a new building had to be designed
-Primary scope: electrical requirements were well defined over a 10 year period; secondary
scope was how to implement primary scope, not well defined
-Frequent turnover of personnel
P097
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 4
lOa. -Project cost lower than estimated but higher than competitive installations; most quality and
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operational goals were met
10b. -Cost to manuacture was higher than estimated
14. 4
14a. -Well front-end loaded with experienced techmical and operations people
14b. -Attempts at new project management or technology approaches were not completely evaluated
for benefit/cost
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -Construction and start-up were safe, on time, under budget; the product was immediately made
lob. -More design before authorization; significant number of mechamcal mterferenes;
mechanical constructability checks
14. 3
14a. -Evaluating of alternatives; Front-end loading was accomplished in two phases: phase I went
well, phase 2 was poor
14b. -Put more effort into front end loading; do more detailed design before authorization; design
was at about 3% when project was authorized
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 4
10a. -Project execution and scope went very well; difficulty in implementing the new technology
lOb. -Clearer understandig(busine) of expections in cost to manufacture the product, look at
business needs
14. 4
14a. -Appropriate expertise brought in early
14b. -Estimating effort was not adequate
PO"
BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 3
10a. -Operating success or ability was somewhat offset by low profitability due to excess PP capacity
since before project completion
lOb. -Improve ability to project industry capacity utilization and net spread between product sales
price and feedstock cost(i.e. spread is inversely proportional to capacity utilization)
14. 4
14a. -An established, well organized process for P3 was used; it worked well
14b. -Business organization and forecasting needs to be measurably improved; the business and
marketing organizations were understaffed and not well organized before or after project
implementation
PROJECT MANAGER
10. 5
lOa. -Executed with minimal changes, under budget, and ahead of schedule; unit started up without
problems and runs well
10b. -Engineering man-hour control
14. 4
14a. -This project avoided the complication of technology evaluation and focused more on project
execution
-Keys to making this project a success were having technology pre-selected;
Engineering/construction procedures well defined; project standards agreed to in advance; existing
unit to go by for design; In sum good infiastrucure in place to execute an expansion
ORERATIONS MANAGER
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10. 1
10a. -Doubling capacity of a new technology product over a short time penod combined with
inadequate marketing and technical service support and a poor economy unpacted on overall success
lOb. -Marketing and technical service support resources needed to be increased for capacity
utilization; more time between expansion projects would have allowed better evaluation of equipmen
reliability and corrective actions; more time between projects would have also
allowed opportunity for improved operator training on-stream reliability, and quality
14. 4
14a. -Initial project evaluation, engineering, construction, commissioning, and start-up all were done
well
14b. -Business risk analysis and the impact of doubling capacity of new technology without planning
to provide adequate marketing and technical services resources could be improved next time

BUSINESS MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -Ahead of schedule; met all major objectives
lob. -No comment
14. 4
14a. -No comment
14b. -No comment
OPERATIONS MANAGER
10. 5
10a. -Project itself was very successfil; unit came on-line successful, instrmention currently

being chne
10b. -No comment
14. 5
14a. -l was not exposed to the P3 effort
14b. -No comment
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